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Sammanfattning 
Innovation är en viktig faktor för företags tillväxt och ekonomiska utveckling och företag måste 
ständigt innovera för att behålla sin konkurrenskraftighet. Innovation är dock komplicerat på 
dagens marknader eftersom det finns många aspekter som företag bör hantera. Den allra första 
fasen av innovation, fuzzy front end (FFE), är kritisk och denna fas motsvarar en av de största 
möjligheterna för förbättring av den totala innovationsprocessen. Trots detta är forskningen och 
litteraturen kring denna fas begränsad. Produktutvecklingsfasen (NPD) och FFE skiljer sig 
mycket från varandra och faserna kräver olika arbets- och tankesätt. FFE-fasen utspelar sig innan 
den strukturerade NPD-fasen och den syftar till att skapa ett flöde av idéer. Alla innovationer 
härstammar från kreativa idéer och kreativitet kan beskrivas som genereringen av nya och 
användbara idéer. Många argumenterar för vikten av klimatet för kreativitet och innovation. 

Denna uppsats är en fallstudie som syftade till att undersöka klimatet för kreativitet och 
innovation på en innovationsavdelning på Arla Foods i Sverige. Innovationsavdelningen arbetar 
framgångsrikt med produktutveckling men på sistone har de genererat relativt få idéer och dessa 
har inte varit tillräckligt bra med avseende på resultaten de vill uppnå. Denna studie hade därför 
målet att hitta förbättringsområden inom klimatet för kreativitet och innovation i FFE. 

Ett etablerat verktyg användes för att undersöka klimatet vilket gav en första diagnos av 
avdelningens klimat för kreativitet och innovation. Därefter genomfördes intervjuer med alla 
personer som jobbar på innovationsavdelningen för att skapa fördjupad förståelse kring 
avdelningens nuvarande klimat. Ytterligare intervjuer gjordes på Arla Foods för att få en 
helhetsbild av problemet. Dessutom följdes två projekt på Arla Foods som utspelade sig i FFE-
fasen. Dessa projekt drevs av externa konsulter och projekten observerades för att få inblick i hur 
professionella konsulter arbetar med att skapa ett gynnsamt klimat i denna fas av 
innovationsprocessen. De två projektledarna för dessa projekt intervjuades även. 

Resultaten från denna studie visade att innovationsavdelningens nuvarande klimat är relativt 
gynnsamt för framgångsrikt arbete i NPD-fasen medan det visade sig att det inte är gynnsamt för 
FFE. Resultaten visade på att ytterligare krav ställs på klimatet för att det ska vara gynnsamt för 
kreativitet och innovation i FFE. I denna fallstudie kunde förbättringsområden för 
innovationsavdelningen hittas i form av ett antal dimensioner (risktagande, idétid, livfullhet, 
lekfullhet/humor, idéstöd och uppmuntran, debatter och diskussioner) samt underliggande 
faktorer (input och inspiration, idéprocess och tydlighet).  

Nyckelord: Fuzzy front end, klimat för kreativitet och innovation, Arla Foods 
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Abstract 
Innovation is a key factor for economic development and growth, and firms need to continuously 
innovate in order to stay competitive. However, innovation is complicated in today’s markets as 
there are many different aspects for companies to manage. The very first phase of innovation, the 
fuzzy front end (FFE), is critical and this phase presents one of the greatest opportunities of 
improvement for the overall innovation process. Yet, the research on this phase is limited. The 
new product development (NPD) and the FFE are different from each other and require different 
ways of thinking and working. The FFE is the phase that takes place before the structured NPD 
phase and it aims to develop a sustainable flow of ideas. All innovations are born as creative 
ideas and creativity is the production of new and useful ideas. Many stress the importance of the 
environmental variable climate as important for creativity and innovation.  

This thesis is a case study which aimed to investigate the climate for creativity and innovation at 
an innovation department at Arla Foods Sweden. The innovation department is working 
successfully with NPD but lately, the ideas that the innovation department has produced have 
been rather few and not good enough for the results they want to achieve. Therefore, this case 
study had the overall goal to find improvements areas regarding the climate for creativity and 
innovation in the FFE. 

In order to investigate the climate an established instrument, a questionnaire, was utilized. This 
gave an initial diagnosis of the climate for creativity and innovation at the department. 
Thereafter, interviews were carried out with each of the members of the department to gain in-
depth understanding of the current climate. Additional interviews at Arla Foods were carried out 
to provide the results with a wider picture. Moreover two projects which took place in the FFE 
were observed to get insight of how professional consultants work with creating a favorable 
climate. The two managers of these projects were also interviewed.  

The results of this thesis revealed that the current climate is relatively favorable for working in 
the NPD while it is not favorable for the FFE. Thus, it was indicated that additional requirements 
are placed on a climate that are to be favorable for creativity and innovation in the FFE. For this 
specific case study, a number of dimensions (risk taking, idea time, dynamism/liveliness, 
playfulness/humor, idea support and encouragement, debates, and discussion) and underlying 
factors (input and inspiration, idea process, and clarity) that could be improved at the Innovation 
department were identified.  

Key-words: Fuzzy front end, climate for creativity and innovation, Arla Foods 
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1 Introduction  
This chapter gives a background to the importance of innovation and its related difficulties. It 
further introduces Arla Foods, the company where this study was executed. The problem 
formulation concerning the unit of analysis is described followed by the objective of the study, 
the research questions, and delimitations. Finally, a report outline is given.  

1.1 Background 
Rapidly changing technologies, shortened life cycles, and dynamic customer needs are factors 
that business enterprises have to deal with for a long-term survival (Cooper, 1996). The 
increasing competition, the increasing pace of technological change, and the increasing customer 
demand have led to firms looking for innovation that help them reach a sustainable competitive 
advantage (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1991). Innovation is a key factor for economic 
development and growth (Isaksen and Akkermans, 2011) and is referred to as the engine of 
change in today’s competitive environment (Ahmed, 1998). As Cooper (1996, p. 495) expresses 
it, the message to senior managers is simple: either innovate or die! (Cooper, 1996). Companies 
compete by offering products that differ in performance, availability, ease of use, among other 
dimensions (Abernathy and Clark, 1985).  

The push for innovation has made success more complicated for organizations (Schilling, 2010). 
Innovation in today’s markets is complicated; it is so much more than just new products (Enkel, 
Gassman and Chesbrough, 2009). Innovation should be collaborative; cooperation in innovation 
is said to be core to reduce time to market and increase the innovativeness (ibid.). And as argued 
by Chesbrough (2003), smart people are not always working for us and therefore firms should 
use external ideas as well as internal as they look to advance their technology. At the same time, 
firms should continuously look for new markets (Prahalad, 2011). Moreover, the attempt of 
creating efficient processes by cutting on waste can threaten innovation since the processes leave 
less room for innovation (Hindo, 2007).  

Christensen (2011) states that even the best companies with great managers, which make the 
right decisions can fail. A perfectly planned, customer-driven, fast to market process is not 
enough for sustaining success or avoiding failure (ibid.). Booz & Company’s annual R&D study 
has shown that over the latest eight years there is no long-term correlation between companies’ 
spending on innovation efforts and overall financial performance (Jaruzelski, Loehr and Holman, 
2012). According to their study, the most successful innovators have developed consistent and 
manageable ideation practices that are aligned with their innovation strategies, in order to get the 
most out of the money they spend on innovation (ibid.).  

Cooper’s (1988) early research show that it is the predevelopment activities of innovation that 
separate winners from losers, and that the success or failure of new product projects are always 
born as ideas. As stated by Amabile et al. (1996, p. 1154); all innovation begins with creative 
ideas. Creativity is the production of novel and useful ideas and can therefore be viewed as the 
starting point of innovation (Amabile et al., 1996). As stated by Amabile (1998); if creativity is 
killed, an organization loses a potent competitive weapon: new ideas. (Amabile, 1998, p. 87) 

It can be concluded that managing innovation in its’ large context is not an easy task, but 
fundamental for a firm’s success. However, managing idea generation seems to be a good 
starting point.  
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This study was executed at the Swedish division of the global dairy company Arla Foods. For a 
food company, innovation is regarded as a major source of competitive advantage and 
introducing new products is widely regarded as essential for the companies in order to compete 
with each other (Grunert et al., 1995). Sweden is today characterized by inexpensive food 
products and the competition is tough; retailers are launching an increasing range of dairy 
products under private labels, the consumers are price sensitive, and there has been a decline in 
milk drinking (Arla Annual Report, 2012). As one can tell, Arla Foods Sweden is facing 
challenges.  

The unit of analysis for this study was the Swedish local innovation department within fresh 
dairy products; FDP Innovation and the study was initiated by the Innovation Director at this 
department. This department will hereafter be referred to as the Innovation department. It is 
assumed that the Innovation department today (2013) is structured and organized, and have all 
the personnel needed for successful new product development onwards. The process and the 
organizational structure seem to allow the innovation teams to work in an effective manner. 
Despite this, the Innovation department is not generating enough ideas that can bring successful 
products to the market.  

1.2 Problem Formulation  
The Innovation department has historically worked a lot with new product development, 
meaning developing products that are rather pre-specified. A new initiative for the Innovation 
department is to become more business minded regarding innovation and to deliver a robust 
innovation pipeline, which is a long-term map on future and current new product development 
projects. This implies working more in the very first part of the innovation process, the fuzzy 
front end of innovation, through identifying opportunities and generating ideas.  

However, there are too few promising ideas in the innovation pipeline. Lately, the ideas that the 
Innovation department has produced have been rather few and not good enough for the results 
they want to achieve. The ideas have resulted in products such as line extensions that are 
connected with relatively small revenues and sometimes mainly add complexity to Arla Foods’ 
supply chain and manufacturing. The Innovation department wants to become better at launching 
scalable concepts that actually drive the business forward. 

If we look at Arla Foods as a company, a mature dairy producer and a market leader in this 
competitive environment; why have the Innovation department not done enough new, successful 
products in years?  A wish has been expressed by the Innovation Director for a constant flow of 
ideas from the members of the Innovation department; a higher level of creativity. 

The Innovation department went through an extensive reorganization less than a year ago from 
when this study was executed. This implied restructuring the organization of the department as 
well as the product development process. However, a well-functioning product development 
process and the new organizational structure might not assure an effective innovation process 
since there are more factors that influence innovation. In connection with these changes, it is a 
good opportunity to investigate if there is something in the department’s climate that can be a 
hurdle for innovation and creativity. 
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1.3 Objective 
The objective of this study is to investigate the climate for creativity and innovation at the 
Innovation department at Arla Foods, in order to identify potential improvement areas for 
enhancing the idea flow at the Innovation department. Thus, implementable recommendations 
for improvements in this area are the main expected outcome, with the overall goal to enhance 
creativity in the fuzzy front end. 

1.4 Research Questions 
1. What is the current climate for creativity and innovation like at the Innovation 

department and what dimensions are the least supportive? 
2. Which are the underlying factors to the current climate for creativity and innovation at 

the Innovation department?   
3. Does the fuzzy front end of innovation have any specific implications on the climate for 

creativity and innovation? 

1.5 Delimitations  
This is a case study that was carried out within the food industry in Sweden. As the problem 
formulation was set, the scope of the study could be delimitated to investigating the climate for 
creativity and innovation. The culture could also have been an interesting aspect to study. 
However, the scope did not allow it since it requires using the whole organization as the unit of 
analysis (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Climate, on the other hand could be observed and studied at 
the Innovation department, and is also manageable at a department level (ibid.).  

The reorganization mentioned above was implemented less than a year ago. When this study was 
executed, it was yet too early to determine if the results of it are turning out as desired. For this 
study it has been assumed that the changes regarding the organization and personnel, or the 
newly implemented new product development (NPD) process, took place in an effective manner. 
Therefore, this study has been delimited from analyzing issues related to the organizational 
structure and to their NPD process since more time is required before one can evaluate the effect 
of these organizational changes. Furthermore, this study focused solely on product innovation. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 
This thesis contains eight chapters whose content are briefly described in this section.  

Chapter 1 initiates this thesis with an Introduction which includes a background and the problem 
formulation. The objective and research questions of this thesis are then presented followed by 
delimitations and an outline of the thesis.  

Chapter 2 presents the Frame of Reference of this thesis. In this chapter the reader is first 
introduced to the process of innovation and the thesis is positioned by going deeper into the first 
phase of innovation, the phase that this thesis addresses. Thereafter, creativity is described and is 
followed by literature and models regarding climate for creativity and innovation.  

Chapter 3 describes the Methodology that was utilized. Initially, the research approach is 
presented followed by descriptions of the data collection methods. Finally, the quality of the 
study regarding validity, generalizability and reliability is discussed. 

Chapter 4 contains a description of The Case. Relevant facts concerning the company Arla 
Foods and the investigated Innovation department are presented here.  
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Chapter 5 presents the Empirical Findings of this study. Initially, the questionnaire and 
interview results concerning the Innovation department are presented. The interview results are 
divided into sections that highlight the different problem areas that were found. This is followed 
by the empirical findings from the FFE projects that were studied.  

Chapter 6 contains Analysis and Discussion of the empirical findings. The problem areas that 
were found in the investigation are analyzed and discussed and the frame of reference is applied 
in order to analyze the results against the literature.  

Chapter 7 presents the Conclusions of this thesis. This chapter initially presents the conclusions 
that were drawn regarding the climate for creativity and innovation related to the FFE. 
Thereafter, the conclusions of the specific case are presented, meaning that it is concluded what 
improvement areas the Innovation department faces. Furthermore, the limitations of this study 
are discussed. This thesis is concluded by proposing future research topics related to the FFE and 
climate for creativity and innovation. 
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2 Frame of Reference 
This chapter initially goes through innovation in its broad context. It further introduces the fuzzy 
front end, in order to position this study. Thereafter, creativity and climate for creativity and 
innovation are described in richer details. 

2.1 Innovation  
All innovations begin with creative ideas (Amabile et al., 1996; Boeddrich, 2004) and are the 
results of creative or rational thinking processes (Boeddrich, 2004). Creativity is defined as the 
generation of new ideas while innovation is the translation of ideas into useful new products 
(Hunter, Bedell and Mumford, 2007). That is, a creative idea becomes an innovation first when it 
is implemented or institutionalized (Van de Ven, 1986). Correspondingly, Schilling (2010, p. 21) 
defines innovation as the implementation of ideas into some new device or process. Amabile 
(1998) has executed extensive research on creativity since the late 1970’s and for this study 
Amabile et al.’s (1996) definitions of creativity and innovation have been used. Amabile et al., 
(1996, p.1155) define innovation as the successful implementation of creative ideas within an 
organization and creativity as the production of novel and useful ideas in any domain. 
Companies need a continuous stream of ideas in order to stay competitive (Björk and 
Magnusson, 2009) and those companies that have a large number of ideas can be expected to 
have a more successful future (Boeddrich, 2004). As one can tell, the two terms creativity and 
innovation are closely related and even integrated.  

2.1.1 The Process of Innovation 

Tidd and Bessant (2009) describe innovation as a process of turning ideas into reality and then 
capturing their value. Their process consists of four phases, see figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1. The process of innovation (Tidd and Bessant, 2009).  

This process of innovation views it as a core set of activities that are distributed over time, each 
phase associated with certain challenges. It is stated that only if we can manage the whole 
process, innovation is likely to be successful. In addition to these activities there are contextual 
factors affecting the process, a range of internal and external influences. According to this 
model, the contextual issues around innovation are having a clear innovation strategy and an 
innovative organization. (Tidd and Bessant, 2009)  
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Regarding the contextual issue of having an innovative organization, Tidd and Bessant (2009) 
point out that in a knowledge economy where creativity is a premium, the people are the most 
important asset for firms. In these firms the challenge of the management is to build the kind of 
organization in which innovative behavior can flourish. A set of components of the innovative 
organization are outlined by Tidd and Bessant (2009) and these are shared vision, leadership and 
the will to innovate, appropriate structure, key individuals, effective team working, high-
involvement innovation, creative climate, and external focus. Since the research questions 
concern the creative climate, it is the contextual issues of having an innovative organization that 
this study addresses.  

2.1.2 Product Innovation Process  
The process of new product development includes moving an idea through a gradual process of 
reducing uncertainty through problem solving stages (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). The stage-gate 
process shown in figure 2 below was developed by Robert G. Cooper (Koen, 2005) with the 
purpose to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the new product development process 
(Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1991). Ahmed (1998) describes the stage-gate phases as a number of 
hoops that an idea must pass and in this way it can be ensured that the idea is feasible and 
aligned with the company’s objectives. Cooper’s stage-gate process involves five stages and is 
shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Robert G. Cooper’s typical five-stage, five-gate model of stage-gate (Koen, 2005). 

The five stages that an idea must pass are preliminary investigation and assessment of the market 
and scoping of the project. Thereafter, a detailed investigation is done which includes market 
research, identify requirements, concept test, and technical and manufacturing assessment. The 
deliverable is defined and the next step is the development stage of a prototype. The product 
goes through the testing and validation stage, which results in a product ready for 
commercialization. The last stage, full production and market launch, includes full 
commercialization and implementation of a market launch plan and production plan, and 
planning for activities beyond the market launch.  (Cooper, 1996) 

This case study finds itself in the fuzzy front end of this stage-gate process and the next part of 
this literature chapter is therefore focused on this first phase of innovation.  
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2.2 The Fuzzy Front End of Innovation 
The fuzzy front end (FFE) aims to generate a sustainable flow of ideas (Boeddrich, 2004). 
Reinertsen (1994) explains the happenings in the front-end process as identifying an opportunity, 
generating more information, and making a decision to proceed. He defines the FFE as the time 
between when you could have started development and when you actually do (Reinertsen, 1994, 
p.4). Kim and Wilemon (2002) similarly define the FFE as the period between when an 
opportunity is first considered and when an idea is judged ready for development. Likewise, 
Koen et al., (2001) defines this phase as the activities that take place before the well-structured 
new product and process development. 

In the literature, the first phase of innovation is referred to in many different terms (Frishammar 
and Florén, 2008). It is often called the fuzzy front end (FFE), a term first popularized by Smith 
and Reinertsen in 1991 (Reid and de Bretani, 2004). Koen et al. (2001; 2002) refers to it as both 
the front end of innovation (FEI) and the FFE.  

Kim and Wilemon (2002) argue that managing the FFE of the product development process 
effectively is one of the most important and difficult challenges for innovation managers. 
Effective management of the FFE can result in an important competitive advantage for 
companies that are relying on a continuous flow of development projects (Kim and Wilemon, 
2002).  

2.2.1 An Area of Little Attention 

The front end of innovation or the FFE presents one of the greatest opportunities of improvement 
for the overall innovation process (Koen et al., 2001; Backman, Börjesson and Setterberg, 2007). 
According to Koen et al. (2001) and Cooper (1988), the front end of innovation or the 
predevelopment activities appears to represent the greatest area of weakness in the innovation 
process. An early in-depth study from 1988 show that it is often determined in the 
predevelopment phase if the product will be a success or a failure (Cooper, 1988). Despite the 
fact, this stage received the least management attention (Cooper, 1988; Reinertsen, 1994) and the 
research on this phase is limited (Kim and Wilemon, 2002). The literature is mainly focused on 
improving the efficiency of the overall process while this front end of new product development 
has received little attention (Murphy and Kumar, 1997). Frishammar and Florén (2008) state that 
the knowledge about the FFE is very limited. Likewise, Koen et al. (2001) argue that few studies 
(this was until 2001) have been done on best practices for the FEI even though it is so important. 

There are few studies of this area because of the lack of formalization which makes it hard to 
study and to create a uniform picture of the activities (Murphy and Kumar, 1997). The idea 
generation process, which is an activity of the front end, is influenced by organizational 
creativity to a large extent and is a challenging process to conceptualize (ibid.). Hüsig and Kohn 
(2003) executed a comprehensive review of studies of the FFE and state that even though 
innovation is one of today’s core drivers of economy it has yet not been identified what is the 
most promising activities, processes, and strategies necessary to successfully master these early 
steps of the innovation process.  

2.2.2 Types of Innovations in the Fuzzy Front End 

Managing innovation is about turning uncertainties into knowledge by committing resources to 
reduce these uncertainties (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Early studies asked questions about 
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innovation’s role in the competitive environment and it was concluded that different kinds of 
innovations require different managerial skills and organizational environments (Abernathy and 
Clark, 1985). Khurana and Rosenthal (1998) mean that a product strategy must be well 
integrated in the FFE in successful companies. The front end approach depends on the degree of 
radicalness of the product (ibid.). For example, incremental innovations are easier to manage 
than platform and breakthrough innovations (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). This is since incremental 
products are improvements of existing product lines, cost reductions, and additions (Koen, 
2005). Incremental innovation is less risky, and is easier to manage than more uncertain types of 
innovations (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). According to Koen (2005), the traditional stage-gate 
model was developed for incremental product development and not for the development of 
platform products, see figure 3. It illustrates the different types of innovations in the fuzzy front 
end. (Koen, 2005) 

 
Figure 3. Different types of innovations in the innovation process (Koen, 2005). 

In more uncertain types of innovations the knowledge of what and how to develop is not yet 
there, hence this type of innovations are more difficult to deal with (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). 
Platform innovation implies establishing a basic architecture for next generation products (Koen, 
2005). They need to begin with a strategic vision, and based on understanding of the market and 
core competencies and capabilities of the company, a family of products is developed (ibid.). 
Platform innovations are substantially larger in scope and resources than incremental projects 
(ibid.). Breakthrough products are new to the world and imply substantive product and process 
change (ibid.).  

Management support is critical in aligning both the FFE and the NPD to the business strategy 
(Koen et al., 2002) and leadership is required in order to promote the front end approach 
(Khurana and Rosenthal, 1998). Khurana and Rosenthal (1998) mean that standardized processes 
and approaches seem to work best for incremental innovations. Thus, as stated by Koen et al. 
(2002), a product strategy may not be as important as other enables when desiring to create 
breakthrough products.   

2.2.3 The Fuzzy Front End Process 

Koen et al. (2001) developed a model in order to bring clarity and rationality to the front end of 
innovation (FEI). This model, the new concept development (NCD) model, includes the key 
components of the FEI, as shown in figure 4. In the middle of the model is the engine which 
represents senior and executive-level management support and the culture of the organization. 
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The engine powers the five elements: idea genesis, idea selection, concept & technology 
development, opportunity identification, and opportunity analysis. Outside the elements are the 
influencing factors which affect the decisions of the two inner parts of the model. The model is 
designed as a circle which indicates that the ideas can iterate between the five elements (Koen et 
al., 2001). This is very dissimilar to the sequential new product and process development 
(NPPD) process (ibid.). 

 
Figure 4. The new concept development model. (Koen et al., 2001) 

The FFE phase differs from the development phase since it is intrinsically non-routine, dynamic, 
and uncertain (Kim and Wilemon, 2002). If comparing an idea that is within the FFE phase, it is 
probable, fuzzy and easy to change while the idea that is determined to develop is clear, specific 
and difficult to change once it is within the development phase (ibid.). Koen et al., (2001) present 
differences between the FEI and the NPPD and explain that the nature of work in the FEI is 
experimental, often chaotic and difficult to plan while it is structured, disciplined and goal-
oriented in the latter process. Furthermore, commercialization date is unpredictable in the FEI 
and definable in the NPPD (ibid.). Funding is variable and revenue expectations are often 
uncertain in the FEI while it is budgeted respectively believable in the NPPD (ibid.). Moreover, 
as indicated by these differences, the micro-culture of the FEI is different from the one of NPPD 
(Koen et al., 2001).  

Leadership and culture have been found to be critical to new product development (Koen et al., 
2001). Although, Koen et al. (2001) stated that they could not find a study which systematically 
links the culture to the success of the FEI. However, in a quite recent literature study, 
Frishammar and Florén (2008) identified 17 success factors for organizing and managing the 
fuzzy front end. Among these success factors is creative organizational culture (Frishammar and 
Florén, 2008).  

In the literature, many different terms are used for the different phases of innovation. For this 
study, it was decided to refer to the first phase as the fuzzy front end (FFE) since it seemed to be 
the most recurring term used in the literature. The phase after the FFE is also referred to in 
different terms, if looking at Koen’s literature, it is called new product and process development 
(NPPD) (Koen et al., 2001) or new product development (NPD) (Koen, 2005) and in Cooper’s 
stage-gate it is called Development (Koen, 2005). Hereafter, the term used for referring to the 
phase after the FFE is the new product development (NPD) phase.  
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2.3 Creativity 
Creativity is something that can benefit every function of organizations (Amabile, 1998) and 
many have argued that it is necessary to enhance the creative performance of employees in order 
to achieve competitive advantage (Oldham and Cummings, 1996). Oldham and Cummings 
(1996) define creative performance as novel or original products, ideas, or procedures that are 
potentially relevant or useful for the organization. Similar to this is Amabile et al.’s (1996, p. 
1155) definition given in the beginning of this chapter; the production of novel and useful ideas 
in any domain. Regarding creativity, a traditional view is that a large quantity of ideas will give 
good ideas (Sutton and Hargadon, 1996). 

The literature on creativity has mainly focused on the individual (McLean, 2005) and there are 
much written on personal characteristics and attributes that are associated with creative 
achievements such as intuition, self-confidence, and broad interests to mention a few (Oldham 
and Cummings, 1996). However, Amabile et al. (1996) mean that the social environment of 
individuals can influence the level as well as the frequency of creative behavior. Badke-Schaub’s 
(2007) view upon creativity is that it depends on several conditions, such as climate for creativity 
and specific group characteristics, and is not a gift you are born with. Aligned with this, the 
presumption of this study is that everyone can be creative with the right prerequisites.   

Amabile (1998) describes creativity as a function of three components; expertise, creative-
thinking skills, and motivation, see figure 5. Expertise is the knowledge of individuals, creative-
thinking concerns how individuals approach problems and solutions and the third component, 
motivation, determines what the individuals actually will do. For example, if an employee 
resides deep knowledge and great creative-thinking skills but does not feel motivated to do a job, 
she will not do it. (Amabile, 1998)  

 
Figure 5. The three components of creativity. (Amabile, 1998) 

According to Amabile (1998) there are two types of motivation; intrinsic and extrinsic. Extrinsic 
motivation comes from the outside of a person while the intrinsic motivation is far more essential 
for creativity and is a person’s internal desire. Amabile’s (1998) research found that when people 
feel motivated primarily by interest, satisfaction, and challenge of their work they will be the 
most creative. Through the workplace conditions it is possible for managers to influence each of 
the three components of creativity although the expertise and creative-thinking skills are a lot 
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more difficult and time consuming to manage than the motivation. The important intrinsic 
motivation can be considerably improved by even subtle changes in the environment of an 
organization. (Amabile, 1998) 

2.4 Climate for Creativity and Innovation 
A range of environmental variables that might influence creativity and innovation have been 
identified and many stress the importance of climate (Hunter, Bedell and Mumford, 2007). 
Ahmed (1998) states that an organizational culture that guides people to strive for innovation and 
a climate that is conducive to creativity is required in order to become innovative. The climate 
for creativity is said to serve as a key lever in getting innovative results (Isaksen and Akkermans, 
2011). Both the climate and the culture of organizations are connected to innovativeness 
(Ahmed, 1998), although climate and culture are distinct constructs (Tesluk et al., 1997) but at 
the same time interconnected (Schneider, Brief and Guzzo, 1996).  

If comparing culture with climate, culture refers to enduring and deep norms, values, and 
believes within organizations and in order to understand the culture the whole organization must 
be used as unit of analysis (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Climate on the other hand is the recurring 
patterns of behavior, attitudes and the feelings that characterize the life in an organization 
(Ekvall, 1996; Isaksen et al., 2000-2001). Climate is the atmosphere that employees perceive is 
created in their organizations by practices, procedures, and rewards (Schneider, Gunnarsson 
and Niles-Jolly, 1996, p. 18). These perceptions of the employees are based on the behavior of 
the executives and of the actions they reward (Schneider, Gunnarsson and Niles-Jolly, 1996). 
Ahmed (1998) refers to climate as an indicative of how a business runs itself on a daily basis, 
and is introduced by the members, the practices, procedures and reward systems in an 
organization.  

Climate can more directly be changed by management than culture can (Schneider, Gunnarsson 
and Niles-Jolly, 1996). In accordance with this, Ekvall (1996) states that the climate is in the 
hands of the manager to a fairly large extent. Climate is more observable at a surface level and 
when looking at the climate it is sufficient to use individuals and their shared perceptions of e.g. 
groups or divisions (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Ekvall (1996) argues that the climate can be 
described by the members of the organizations or by others which are familiar with its interior 
life.  

2.4.1 Frameworks  
Multiple dimensions act to shape the climate, and a number of theoretical frameworks exist that 
have been used to specify climate variables which might have an impact on the creative 
achievement (Hunter, Bedell and Mumford, 2007).  

In the 1980s, Ekvall developed a questionnaire for measuring the climate for creativity and 
innovation of organizations, the creative climate questionnaire (CCQ). The instrument has been 
proven to be reliable and its practical relevance and usefulness as a diagnosis tool is confirmed 
by its widespread use. The assessment of the climate dimensions makes a difference between 
innovative and stagnated organizations. It measures the ten following factors; challenge, 
freedom, idea support, trust/openness, dynamism/liveliness, playfulness/humor, debates, 
conflicts, risk taking, and idea time. (Ekvall, 1996)  

Ekvall’s research is built on numerous international organizations which were selected for their 
ability to bring new products to the market and thus distinguishes innovative organizations from 
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stagnated on this basis. That is, stagnated organizations were not successful in creating new 
products. The climate for creativity measures revealed that the innovative organizations have 
climate scores significantly different from those of the stagnated organizations.  (Isaksen et al., 
2000-2001)  

Another framework is the eight dimension model KEYS by Amabile et al. (1996) which is an 
instrument for assessing the climate for creativity. The theory of intrinsic motivation was used in 
the development of KEYS (Hunter, Bedell and Mumford, 2007). KEYS constitute scales for 
assessing perceptions of the work environment for creativity and these are organizational 
encouragement, supervisory encouragement, work group support, freedom, sufficient resources, 
challenging work, workload pressure, and organizational impediments (Amabile et al., 1996). 

Another framework which was developed 1990 by West based on a theory of team interactions is 
called the Team Climate Inventory (TCI) and it measures climate for innovation within work 
groups (Anderson and West, 1998). This model consists of four factors of climate that are 
predictive for innovativeness; vision, participative safety, task orientation, and support for 
innovation (ibid.).  

For this study the CCQ was utilized since it was found to be suitable for this study’s purpose and 
the authors could get access to this instrument through a professor, see more information in 
section 3.2.1 Questionnaire.  

2.4.2 Dimensions of Climate for Creativity and Innovation 
The climate for creativity and innovation is dependent on different dimensions and several of 
these dimensions do influence more aspects than solely creativity and innovation (Ekvall, 1996). 
For example, the dimensions challenge, freedom, trust, playfulness and low conflicts can be 
expected to influence productivity, quality, and well-being in a positive manner (ibid.). 
Furthermore, Ekvall’s climate dimensions have shown positive correlations with for example, 
higher sales volumes, market share, productivity and profitability (Isaksen and Ekvall, 2010). In 
the following section the dimensions of climate for creativity and innovation listed by Ekvall 
(1996) are described.  

Challenge - The dimension challenge is about the members’ involvement in the organization’s 
operations and goals (Ekvall, 1996). People are experiencing joy and meaningfulness in their 
jobs when there is a high level of challenge in the climate (ibid.). If there is a low level of 
challenge there are feelings of estrangement and indifference and a lack of interest among people 
for their jobs and for the organization (ibid.). Low levels of challenge and involvement can be 
caused by people not being emotionally charged about the organization’s mission, vision, and 
values (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Too high levels of challenge do also have drawbacks in the 
form of burn out and inability to meet deadlines and project goals (ibid.). People that are working 
under time pressure are significantly less likely to be innovative (ibid.).  

Freedom - Freedom is the independence in behavior of people in the organization (Ekvall, 1996). 
When there is a high level of freedom in the climate people make contacts (ibid.). They discuss 
problems and alternatives, they plan and take initiatives, exchange information, and take 
decisions (ibid.). If there are low level of freedom people are passive and rule-bound (ibid.). In a 
climate with little freedom people show little initiative for suggestions of improvements by doing 
things in new or better ways (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). A reason to this could be managers that 
are very authoritarian or bureaucratic (ibid.). 
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Idea support - This dimension is about how new ideas are treated (Ekvall, 1996). Ideas are 
received in an attentive and supportive way if the climate is supportive (ibid.). Initiatives are 
encouraged and people are listening to each other (ibid.). If the level of idea support is low new 
ideas are immediately refuted (ibid.) which can result in people keeping ideas to themselves 
(Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Boeddrich (2004) lifts up issues that are related to idea support and 
argues that managers should pay full attention to the employees’ ideas because ignorance about 
them will discourage them from solving problems and they will lose interest in the company’s 
goals. Furthermore, if employees know where to deliver their ideas it will be easier for the 
managers to focus on their important role of paying full attention to the ideas (ibid.). 

Trust/openness - A high level of trust leads to employees daring to put forward their ideas and 
opinions (Ekvall, 1996). People are not afraid of being ridiculed if they fail (ibid.). When trust is 
high the communication is open and straightforward (ibid.). If trust is missing the employees are 
afraid of being exploited and robbed of good ideas and doing mistakes that is connected to high 
expenses (ibid.). One reason for low trust and openness can be if the management does not trust 
the employees’ capabilities and/or integrity (Tidd and Bessant, 2009).  

Dynamism/Liveliness - This dimension is about the eventfulness of life in the organization. A 
situation with high dynamism is characterized by new things happening all the time. There is 
“go” and “full speed” etc. When the level of this dimension is low there are no surprises, new 
projects, no different plans, and the speed is low. Things are going in its usual way. (Ekvall, 
1996) 

Playfulness/humor - Playfulness and humor is about ease and spontaneity, a relaxed atmosphere 
in which there is jokes and laughter. A climate that is low in this dimension is characterized by 
gravity, seriousness, stiffness etc. (Ekvall, 1996) 

Debates - Debates are focused around ideas, viewpoints, and differing experiences and 
knowledge (Ekvall, 1996). Many voices are heard in the debating organization and people are 
keen on putting forward their ideas (ibid.). If debates are missing people follow authoritarian 
patterns without questioning it (ibid.). Isaksen and Ekvall (2010) mean that debates create 
positive tension that supports creativity and that a debate implies discussions in which opposing 
arguments are exchanged. If the level of debate is too low there might be constant moaning and 
complaining about things instead of how situations can be improved (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). 
Individuals will lack the willingness to discuss new ideas, thoughts, or concepts with others 
(ibid.). On the other hand, too much debate might lead to more talk than implementation (ibid.).  

Conflicts - Conflicts focuses on personal tensions or disagreement and carries a negative 
meaning (Isaksen and Ekvall, 2010). Conflicts can be around tasks, processes, or relationships 
(Tidd and Bessant, 2009). High level of conflicts is shown in a climate characterized by warfare 
and dislike between groups and individuals (Ekvall, 1996). If the level of conflict is low people 
are behaving in a more mature manner (ibid.). This dimension is the only one that is negative 
meaning that a lower score is generally better (Isaksen and Lauer, 2002). All organizations have 
some level of conflicts even though this is a negative dimension (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). The 
goal should be to maintain a level of constructive conflict (ibid.). If the level of conflict is too 
low individuals might lack outward signs of motivation and interest in their tasks (ibid.).  

Risk taking - Risk taking is about the organization’s tolerance of uncertainty (Ekvall, 1996). 
When the risk taking is high, decisions and actions are prompt and rapid and the organization 
takes on raising opportunities (ibid.). If there is risk avoidance in the climate there is a cautious 
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and hesitant mentality (ibid.). People are trying to choose the safe side and cover themselves in 
many ways before taking decisions (ibid.). In the case of too low risk taking few ideas are 
offered by the employees and few ideas are outside safe or ordinary (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). 
Furthermore, people working in this type of climate complain about boring, low-energy jobs and 
the process to get an idea into action is long and tiresome (ibid.). The reasons to why these 
conditions occur can be that the organizations do not value new ideas, that they have an 
evaluation system that is bureaucratic, or that people can be punished for drawing outside the 
lines (ibid.).  

Idea time - Idea time is the amount of time that people can and do use for elaborating new ideas 
(Ekvall, 1996). If there are time for this, impulses and fresh suggestions can be discussed even 
though it is not planned or included in peoples’ tasks (ibid.). If there is not sufficient time for 
new idea generation, people are often only concerned with their current projects and tasks (Tidd 
and Bessant, 2009). It could also be that management avoids new ideas because they would take 
time from the day-to-day projects and schedules (ibid.).  

An interesting aspect is that the dimensions idea support, debates, risk-taking, and idea time are 
said to be more specifically connected to creativity and innovation and risk-taking has been said 
to show the largest difference between innovative and stagnated organizations (Ekvall, 1996). 

In addition to these dimensions, Ekvall (1996) defined organizational variables which he treated 
as antecedents to the climate since these variables influence on its development or deterioration. 
One such variable is Order and Clarity which has to do with unambiguous roles, requirements, 
instructions, responsibilities, schedules, and plans. This variable shows significant positive 
correlations to the dimensions challenge, idea support, and trust/openness, negative correlations 
with conflicts, and zero correlation with freedom. Order and clarity and risk taking has a more 
complicated correlation – it might be necessary to be a bit more risk tolerant and loosen the strict 
control in order to develop a climate that favors the occurrence of radical innovations. Another 
variable is goal clarity which has in most studies shown significant positive correlations with all 
the climate dimensions except conflicts. Goal clarity concerns the existence of clear goals for the 
whole organization as well as for sub-units and the information and communicative attitudes 
from the management regarding vision, goals, and strategies.  (Ekvall, 1996) 

2.4.3 Creativity, Innovation and Organizational slack 
According to Amabile (1998), the work environments that were established with the attempt to 
maximize business imperatives such as productivity, coordination, and control undermine 
creativity. Hence, managers might unintentionally create organizations that crush creativity 
(Amabile, 1998). For example, downsizing has a positive effect on a company’s efficiency by 
reducing waste, but on the other hand, innovation will be suffering (Amabile and Conti, 1999). 
The creativity suffers considerably, even several months after the downsizing (ibid.). 

Nohria and Gulati (1997, p. 604) define slack as the pool of resources in an organization that is 
in excess of the minimum necessary to produce a given level of organizational output. Richtnér 
and Åhlström (2010) mention that these resources can be time, financial resources, and 
personnel. In order to constantly innovate, time to think, learn, and to fail is required and 
organizational slack is increasingly critical to organizational survival (Lawson, 2001). Lawson 
(2001) argues that time for experimentation and creative collaboration will be scarce when fewer 
people and/or financial resources are allocated to do the work. It is important to be aware of that 
time to think and to fail is not waste (Lawson, 2001). Innovation will be hampered if there are 
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too little slack and the reason to this is that the uncertainty of success discourages 
experimentation (Richtnér and Åhlström, 2010). 

Organizational slack is not always needed but when there is a need for innovation and change, 
slack can be useful and allow for experimentation (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Some type of time 
pressure can be good for creativity and an example is launches of competitors (Amabile, 1998). 
Similarly, Tidd and Bessant (2009) state that there is an optimum amount of time to promote 
creativity and innovation. An optimal level of slack is associated with superior long-term 
performance; too little slack e.g. in terms of too lean or focused will not provide sufficient time 
or resources for innovation (ibid.). Too much slack is not optimal either since it provides little 
incentive or direction to innovation (ibid.). However, Amabile (1998) argue that creativity gets 
killed by too tight deadlines, which can moreover cause burnout. Creativity does often take time 
and therefore time is required for exploration and incubation periods (ibid.). 

2.4.4 Changing the Climate  

In order to change what the members of an organization believe and what they think the 
organization values, it is important to change the climate. For example, if an organization 
rewards employees for simply getting their work done rather than for doing the work right, the 
employees will think that the management values quantity. (Schneider, Brief and Guzzo, 1996)  

Schneider, Brief and Guzzo (1996) present in their research four key climate dimensions; the 
nature of interpersonal relationships, the nature of the hierarchy, the nature of work, and the 
focus of support and rewards. The three first dimensions are related to function and the last one 
is related to goals (ibid.). These climate dimensions have many similarities to Ekvall’s (1996) ten 
dimensions of creativity. Schneider, Brief and Guzzo (1996) furthermore state that changing the 
climate is difficult and the organization must focus on each of these dimensions in order for the 
change to take root. If changing only one part there is a risk that it will disappear into the existing 
climate (ibid.).  To enhance the probability for change to take root, people should feel that their 
work is challenging, they should participate in taking the decisions regarding how to achieve the 
change, and the interpersonal relationships are characterized by mutual trust (ibid.).  

2.5 Concluding Remarks 
From this literature review it can be concluded that the FFE is essential for the overall innovation 
process. Despite this, there is not much literature and knowledge about this phase. However, it is 
known that several factors are affecting this phase and organizational culture is one of these. The 
culture is closely related to the climate and this study aims to investigate the climate for 
creativity and innovation in the FFE. No previous study that specifically links the FFE to the 
climate has been found.  
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3 Methodology 
The methodology explains the process for carrying out this study. The research approach and 
the data collection methods are described, followed by a discussion about the quality of the study 
in terms of validity, reliability, and generalizability.   

3.1 Research Approach 
The aim of this study implies investigating the climate for creativity and innovation at the 
Innovation department in the FFE and the research approach was chosen in alignment with this 
aim. A questionnaire was used to get an assessment of the current situation. Interviews were then 
carried out to get a deeper understanding of this. Furthermore, participant observations were 
executed in two FFE projects (Project A and Project B) in order to get insight about the climate 
for creativity and innovation in FFE projects.  

A case study is suitable for questions that are to be answered in close relation to the complex 
nature of the phenomenon studied (Voss, 2009, Yin, 1994) and in such study, the research 
questions can evolve over time (Voss, 2009). Yin (1994) defines the case study as an empirical 
investigation of a contemporary phenomenon within its real context. Detailed information about 
the chosen case is collected over a period of time and in-depth knowledge is obtained by the use 
of a variety of methods (Collis and Hussey, 2009). This approach was appropriate for this study 
since the ambiguity was high at the beginning of the study and the authors gained insights and 
knowledge over time. 

This study can be viewed upon as a longitudinal case study since it is a single in-depth study of 
one specific case and the researchers are presence when studying a phenomenon over a period of 
time, which matches Voss’s (2009) view upon longitudinal case studies. In this type of study the 
researchers study events as they unfold throughout the process in real time (Åhlström and 
Karlsson, 2009). The authors had the opportunity to have their work place at the Innovation 
department throughout the whole project. By sitting together with the whole Innovation 
department team, valuable insight and understanding of the phenomenon studied was gained. 

3.2 Data Collection 
The authors started by gaining familiarity and understanding with the researched area through 
relevant readings in form of articles and books concerning innovation, creativity, and other areas 
regarding the first phase of innovation. In the early stage of the data collection procedure, 
informal interviews and discussions took place with the Innovation Director of the Innovation 
department. This helped the authors to narrow down the research area to a clear focus; the 
climate for creativity and innovation in the FFE. As the focus was set, more in-depth literature 
could be gathered in this area. The main sources used here were scientific articles collected from 
databases such as Emerald, JSTOR, Scopus and Google Scholar, and books.  Three main 
methods were then used for carrying out this study: questionnaire, interviews, and participant 
observations. Figure 6 illustrates the methodology of this study and the relations between these 
data collection methods that together led to the conclusions.  
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Figure 6. Flow chart of the methodology.  

The data was mainly gathered from and around the unit of analysis which this study aimed to 
investigate; the Innovation department. The department consists of the Innovation Director, by 
whom this study was initiated, two concept managers having more of a marketing position, and 
seven products developers are working at this department, with backgrounds within e.g. 
chemistry and biology. In addition, together with some of the members from the Innovation 
department, the authors were participating while observing in two FFE projects: Project A and 
Project B. These were driven by external innovation agencies that Arla Foods hired: Agency A 
and Agency B. The purpose of observing these externally driven projects was to gather deeper 
understanding of the climate within this phase of innovation.  

3.2.1 Questionnaire 
In order to investigate the innovation department’s climate for creativity and innovation, the 
CCQ instrument was used. The CCQ is a 50-item questionnaire covering 10 dimensions for 
assessing the climate for creativity and innovation (Ekvall, 1996). The questionnaire is an 
organizational measure and the respondents are addressed as observers and are supposed to 
answer the questions with regard to how people in the organization usually behave (ibid.). 
According to Ekvall (1996), an organization can be an independent department of a larger 
corporation. In this case the Innovation department is the unit of analysis.  

Prior to the questionnaire, the authors gave a short presentation to the Innovation department of 
what the study would cover, and information about the CCQ and how to answer it. Furthermore, 
the authors were clear on that the data would be handled as a group result.  Each member of the 
department, including the director, was asked to fill out the questionnaire. 

The group result was compared with benchmarking values which were the means from 15 
organizations among which 10 are innovative, referring to product innovations, and 5 are 
stagnated (Isaksen et al., 2000-2001). These organizations represent different branches and 
countries (ibid.). The CCQ was provided to the authors by Jan Forslin, Professor emeritus at the 
Royal Institute of Technology.   

Since the Innovation department is relatively small consisting of 10 persons the authors took 
variations of the individual answers into consideration. For instance, if the average value for one 
dimension was classified as innovative but some individual answers indicated that it was not, this 
deviation was considered by paying further attention to this dimension during the interviews.  
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3.2.2 Interviews 
A number of interviews were carried out and information of all the respondents is presented in 
table 1. To gain as valuable information as possible, the interviews were semi-structured, 
meaning that the authors had questions ready to ask to the respondents but could deviate from the 
frame (Collis and Hussey, 2009), for example by following up interesting statements. The 
respondents were not asked to prepare anything for the interviews. Before asking questions, the 
respondents were given a short introduction about the background and scope of the interview. In 
the empirical findings, the respondents have been referred to with other names than those given 
in table 1, in order to keep their anonymity which was promised to the respondents.  

Table 1. Information of the interviewed persons. 

Innovation department  
Title Department Years of 

deployment 
Participation in 
project A or B 

Place of 
interview 

Interview date 
Month/Year 

Director FDP Innovation 6 - Arla Foods 03/2013 
Concept Manager 1 
(consultant) 

FDP Innovation 0,5 A Arla Foods 03/2013 

Concept Manager 2 FDP Innovation  17 B Arla Foods 03/2013 
Product Developer  1 FDP Innovation 15 A Arla Foods 03/2013 
Product Developer 2 FDP Innovation 11 A Arla Foods 03/2013 
Product Developer 3 FDP Innovation 20 B Arla Foods  03/2013 
Product Developer 4 FDP Innovation 31 - Arla Foods  03/2013 
Product Developer 5 FDP Innovation 27 - Arla Foods  03/2013 
Product Developer 6 FDP Innovation 10 - Arla Foods 03/2013 
Product Developer 7 FDP Innovation 23 - Arla Foods 03/2013 
Global Innovation   
Global Senior Future 
Creations Manager 

Global Food Design 2,5 - Arla Foods 03/2013 

Marketing department  
Senior Brand Manager Category C 6 A Arla Foods  04/2013 
Product Manager Category D 18 B Arla Foods 04/2013 
Consumer & Shopper 
Research Manager 

Category D 20 A and B Arla Foods 04/2013 

Agencies  
Title Agency Project Role in project Place of 

interview 
Interview date 
Month/Year 

Insight Expert A A Project 
Manager 

Agency A’s 
office 

04/2013 

Project Manager within 
concept development 

B B Project 
Manager 

Agency B’s 
office 

04/2013 

 

All of the interviews took approximately one hour. In order to secure that all data could be 
collected the interviews were recorded and thereafter transcribed into written form in all its 
details in order to be able to carefully analyze the data. The interviews were carried out by both 
authors due to the advantages of multiple investigators. By being two, one can take the leading 
interviewing role, and the other the lead data collection role, which helps the researchers to gain 
increased confidence in the findings (Voss, 2009). 

Interviews with the Innovation department. The results from the CCQ gave indications of what 
dimensions of climate for creativity and innovation that were more critical, successful or 
intermediate. Interviews were carried out with the aim to gather a deeper understanding of the 
current climate. Each of the employees at the Innovation department was interviewed.  
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The interviews started with a couple of general questions about their roles and their general 
views upon innovation and creativity were asked. The rest of the interview questions were 
designed based on the CCQ and its 10 dimensions of the climate for creativity and innovation. 
Extended focus was put on those dimensions that were the least supportive. Moreover, when 
constructing the interview questions the other frameworks of climate for creativity and 
innovation were also considered in order to create a picture as rich as possible covering all 
important aspects. See Appendix 1 for the Innovation department interview template. In addition, 
an interview with a senior global innovation manager was held in order to get a wider 
understanding of Arla Foods’ innovation work. 

Interviews with the Marketing department. After having interviewed all members of the 
Innovation department, interviews were held with employees from the Marketing department. 
The respondents from the Marketing department were chosen because they were participating in 
Project A and Project B and therefore were in close collaboration with the Innovation 
department. The purpose of these interviews was to get insight about the Marketing department’s 
perception of the climate for creativity and innovation at the Innovation department, as well as 
these two projects. One senior brand manager and one product manager were interviewed. 
Furthermore, a consumer and shopper research manager was interviewed. The interview 
questions were structured in the same way as for the Innovation department, see Appendix 2. 
However, these questions were based on some of the results from the Innovation department 
interviews. More focus was put on the areas that were considered problematic. The interviews 
started with general questions about the Innovation department and the second half was focused 
around the projects.  

Interviews with the agencies. Interviews were also carried out with the project managers from 
Agency A and Agency B. The agencies’ role in the two projects was to drive the process forward 
and to unleash their clients’ creativity. The purpose of these interviews was to explore how the 
agencies consciously are working with creating a climate for creativity and innovation. 
Regarding these interviews, it was important to bear in mind that they had a business relation 
with Arla Foods, meaning that their answers could be biased if expecting them to reveal criticism 
towards Arla Foods. However, since this was not the purpose of the interviews it was not seen as 
a risk. The interview questions were structured in the same way as described above. They started 
with some general questions about climate for creativity and innovation and the second half was 
centered around Project A respectively Project B, see Appendix 3 for the interview template. The 
questions concerning the projects were created with the results from previous interviews in mind.  

3.2.3 Participant Observations 

According to Åhlström and Karlsson (2009), participant observation is the most common and 
purest form of carrying out a longitudinal field study. During the study, the authors participated 
in the two projects that were unfolded in the FFE: Project A and Project B. The purpose was to 
observe the climate in this first phase of innovation. The participant observations particularly 
took place with the aim to investigate the research questions in action. This study used active 
observation in line with Åhlström and Karlsson’s (2009) definition, meaning that the authors 
were participative project members while observing. The observations were collected as the FFE 
of innovation process emerged at the unit of analysis. Van de Ven and Poole (1990) state that it 
is more suitable to study an innovation process throughout its unfolding; prior knowledge about 
the innovation outcome (success or failure) can bias a study’s findings. 
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During the participant observations, the researchers constantly kept the research questions in 
mind to focus the data gathered, as advised by Åhlström and Karlsson (2009). Bryman (2004) 
states that observations should be aligned with the research questions, but researchers must 
simultaneously keep an open mind so that important elements are not eroded.  The main focus of 
the observations was the climate for creativity and innovation.  

When designing the method for the participant observations, inspiration was obtained from the 
critical incident technique, which was firstly developed by Flanagan in 1954 (Flanagan, 1954). It 
was decided to look for incidents rather than critical incidents, as it would have been hard to 
determine if the incidents were critical or not. The incidents were studied in relation to the ten 
dimensions of climate for creativity and innovation. Åhlström and Karlsson (2009) lift up two 
questions that can be used when looking for critical incidents. For this study, those questions 
have been adapted to match our research questions. Thus, the following questions were posed 
when looking for incidents during observations; 

- For the observable incidents (both what was done and what was said), related to climate 
for creativity, does it affect the creativity? If it does, then how?   

- For the covert incidents, if something should be done, why isn’t it? (Åhlström and 
Karlsson, 2009) 

Brief notes were taken in a notebook at the occurrence of e.g. meetings or discussions. Soon after 
an event, notes were written down in more detail into a digital diary. In accordance with 
Bryman’s (2004) general principles of writing field notes the authors made sure to include details 
on location, who was involved, date, time, and clear description of the event. These detailed 
project diaries have in turn been the source of information for a more structured framework for 
coding incidents, see the template in Appendix 4.   

3.3 Handling the Data 
The interview data was handled through several data reduction processes. At an initial stage, it 
consisted of approximately 150 pages of transcribed raw data. The data was categorized into 
recurring categories in a comprehensive excel-chart. The data could thereafter be grouped into 
success factors, recurring problem areas, and additional areas. The additional areas were those 
that were recurring although the authors did not pose questions around them, or they could not 
directly be linked to the climate dimensions used to design the questions. Most data could be 
sorted into Ekvall’s (1996) dimensions and hence used as titles for the recurring areas. Some 
areas had to be adapted to Arla Foods’ case in order to avoid forcing the data into certain 
categories. In this way, the data could be matched into appropriate areas that reflected this case 
in the best possible manner.  

The participant observation data initially consisted of coded incidents. The incidents were coded 
into categories, which made it convenient to lift out the characteristics of the projects. When 
shrinking this data, the authors kept the research questions in mind while describing the 
important findings in an inclusive summary that could be used for the analysis.  
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3.4 Quality of the Study  
In this section, the quality of the study in terms of validity, reliability, and generalizability is 
discussed.  

3.4.1 Validity   

Validity concerns the extent to which the results are accurate (Collis and Hussey, 2009). To 
increase the validity of this study, the researchers have put emphasis on having multiple sources 
in order to establish evidence. When looking for theory, the recurrent authors in the concerned 
areas were examined and protruding findings were handled with care. Regarding the empirical 
data collection, semi-structured interviews were carried out with every member from the 
department studied so that all perceptions could be gathered. Furthermore, additional interviews 
were carried out with employees from other departments at Arla Foods in order to capture a rich 
picture of the unit of analysis. To increase the validity of the thesis, the Innovation Director was 
asked to review the drafts of the thesis throughout the working process, in case some information 
was missing or had been incorrectly entered.  

The questionnaire used to assessing climate for creativity and innovation has been used widely. 
It has been proved to be effective in the evaluation of innovative and stagnated organizations 
(Ekvall, 1996). The CCQ instrument is in many ways similar to the instrument KEYS (Amabile 
et al., 1996). The CCQ has collected extensive data on Swedish companies, though it is stated 
that the instrument’s psychometric properties have not been documented in the scholarly 
literature (ibid.). However, in 2000-2001 Isaksen et al. stated that there were no other measure 
available in the behavioral scientific literature that had shown the same degree of evidence of 
being able to effectively discriminate creatively productive organizations from stagnated. The 
CCQ was developed in the 1980’s and can therefore be regarded as quite old. Globalization and 
the increased demand for innovation in the latest years should assumingly also place more 
demands on creativity, and hence the climate for creativity and innovation. The changing 
business environment might therefore also imply that the internal climates of organizations need 
to follow this development and one could keep this in mind when comparing the result with the 
benchmarking values of the CCQ.  

When it comes to the participant observations, the authors remained consistent in assessing what 
they observed, and remained to the categories established from the beginning. Variability in the 
observation over time can result in unreliable and hence a not valid result (Bryman, 2004). It was 
therefore important that both authors had the same and complete understanding of what to 
observe and what to code. Another aspect that the authors were aware of was that people might 
change their behavior as they know that they are being observed (Bryman, 2004). The intention 
of the researchers was therefore to be participative while observing.  

3.4.2 Reliability  

The reliability is the degree to which the study can be replicated and obtain the same results 
(Bryman, 2004). This is difficult in qualitative research since it is impossible to freeze the 
circumstances to make it replicable (ibid.). For the reliability, the path of how the conclusions 
were reached is important for the readers (Åhlström and Karlsson, 2009). If aiming to replicate 
this study, the data collection methods should be the same and they have therefore been 
thoroughly described. The templates of the interview and the way of collecting participant 
observation notes can be found in Appendix 1, 2, 3, and 4. The interview templates are in 
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Swedish since this was the language used for posing the questions. However, it is important to 
bear in mind that the results from the interviews and the observation were personal.  

The group composition and the people studied have had a great impact on the results. Therefore, 
this study depends to a large extent on the time when it was executed; the personal 
circumstances, behaviors, and other changes related to the unit of analysis that affected the result 
of the study. Furthermore, to replicate a qualitative research, the researcher has to adopt a similar 
role to the original researchers (Bryman, 2004). The authors’ perceptions as researchers have 
therefore been an important factor to consider when creating reliability. By being two 
investigators that participated in the interviews, inter-rater reliability could be created in 
accordance with Voss (2009) since no conclusions were made until both investigators came to a 
consensus.   

Internal reliability regards the possibility that the indicators used for measuring something lack 
coherence (Bryman, 2004). The reliability of the CCQ questionnaire used in this study has been 
tested thoroughly and Ekvall’s study (1996) showed that the 10 dimensions of creativity have an 
internal reliability that is generally seen as acceptable.  

3.4.3 Generalizability 

Since this study is a single in-depth case study it has some limits to the generalizability of the 
study (Voss, 2009).  The generalizability or the external validity of a study very much depends 
on the case specifics, context, and parameters (Croom, 2009). In this case, these specifics are for 
example the industry of fast moving consumer goods within Sweden, and other specifics related 
to the company such as their processes used for innovation. The explanation of the context of the 
study was therefore carefully described. The specific problems found in this case study might 
also appear at other departments and the recommendations for improvement can therefore be 
useful if the case specifics are in line with this study. The conclusions drawn regarding the 
implications and requirement that the FFE has on the climate for creativity and innovation could 
be relevant for other cases and industries as well.   

Case studies have been criticized for its inability to address generalizability because of the lack 
of scientific proof (Noor, 2008). Noor (2008) however argues for case studies’ particular 
appropriateness when dealing with real-life activities. This study required an in-depth 
understanding of the phenomenon studied and as argued by Noor (2008), case studies are 
appropriate when one needs to understand a problem in great depth. Flyvbjerg (2006) means that 
it is a misunderstanding that one cannot generalize from a case study and that they cannot 
contribute to science. He means that the choice of method should depend on the problem studies 
and its circumstances. With regard to this, this study might not be generalizable to a large extent. 
However, it provides the scientific data with valuable in-depth information that can be useful for 
future theories.  
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4 The Case – Arla Foods’ Innovation Department 
Since this is a case study, this chapter is dedicated to describe the case specifics by presenting 
information about Arla Foods in general, followed by more detailed information about the 
Innovation department.  

4.1 Arla Foods 
Arla Foods is one of the world’s leading dairy companies (Arla Foods 1, n.d.). They operate in 
42 countries and their products are sold in more than 100 countries (Arla Foods 2, n.d.). Arla 
Foods is a co-operative owned by dairy farmers (ibid.) and their vision is creating the future of 
dairy to bring health and inspiration to the world, naturally (Arla Foods 1, n.d.). Their mission 
is to secure the highest value for their farmer’s milk and in this way achieve a competitive price 
of their milk (Arla Foods 3, n.d.). Arla Foods’ strategy 2017 includes three focus areas; develop 
their core businesses and global brands, create growth outside the EU, and become more 
effective. The third focus area regarding the effectiveness implies becoming as effective and 
streamlined as possible (Arla Foods 4, n.d). In Arla’s stategy, it is set that at least 10 percent of 
Arla’s earnings should be derived from the development of new products, which was 14 percent 
in 2012 (Arla Annual Report, 2012).  

4.2 Innovation Department 
This study was carried out at the Fresh Dairy Product (FDP) Innovation department within the 
business group Consumer Sweden (CSE). CSE is responsible for production and logistics of 
fresh milk and fermented products in Sweden and market and retail sales in Sweden and Finland 
(Arla Foods 5, n.d.). The FDP innovation department’s goal is to drive growth through 
innovation and to be seen as the most innovative food company, by both consumers and 
customers (Arla Foods 6, 2012). The Innovation department’s strategy aims to drive growth 
through platform products that derive from consumer insights. Innovation is one of the strategic 
building blocks of the Swedish organization and the department has been given a lot of support 
from top management by letting them be an independent organization in order to drive the 
desired height of innovation. 

The Innovation department’s business plan lists focus areas for 2013 (Arla Foods 6, 2012). They 
include defining and aligning scalable product platforms, deliver a robust and prioritized 
pipeline, and become Arla Foods’ FDP inspiration funnel (ibid.). Actions for becoming Arla 
Foods’ FDP inspiration funnel include utilizing databases for trend and product tracking, utilize 
external partners more for inspiration, get more inspiration from the world, follow up 
competitive launches, and use others sources of inspiration and knowledge (ibid.).  

Recently, a reorganization (July 1st in 2012) took place within the studied innovation department 
which implied going from a global business with portfolios across the global markets to work 
locally in Sweden. At the same time, a downsizing in the workforce was executed and the 
Innovation Department went from being 18 employees to 10. At almost the same point in time 
(not in connection with the organizational changes) Arla Foods’ new stage-gate process was 
implemented with the aim to create a formal and structured NPD process, see figure 7. The 
stage-gate process is a fairly new process and Arla Foods is still in the stage where it is 
establishing this stage-gate process in the CSE project culture. These changes inferred a whole 
new organizational structure and a new way of working.  
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Figure 7. Arla Food’s NPD Process (Arla Foods 7, n.d). 

The process consists of six phases; explore, create concept, define target brief, develop, execute 
and evaluate. Between these phases there are three gates or decision points that a product idea 
must pass through before its launch. This study focuses on this first part of the NPD process; 
explore and create concept. These two phases are included in the FFE and if comparing Arla 
Foods’ stage-gate model to Cooper’s stage-gate (Koen, 2005), the FFE extends to the second 
gate in figure 7. 

Interesting to consider is the fact that the employees of the Innovation department have 
historically mainly worked in the development phase of innovation, where quality and structure 
was valued. The product developers’ main responsibility was to develop the products, or to 
realize the ideas. The new department constellation includes two concept managers that are 
working actively on platform products by transforming customer needs into products, and the 
seven product developers are mostly developing the products. The new way of working implies 
that the product developers have become more involved in the first phase of innovation.  
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5 Empirical Findings  
In this chapter the empirical findings from the data collection methods used in this study are 
presented. First, the questionnaire result is given. Secondly, the interview results regarding the 
Innovation department are presented. Finally, the results from the observation of the two fuzzy 
front end projects are given.  

5.1 Innovation Department – Questionnaire Results 
The CCQ was used to make a first assessment of the climate for creativity and innovation at the 
Innovation department and the results are presented in Figure 8. The green line represents the 
values of an innovative organization and the red line represents a stagnated organization (Isaksen 
et al., 2000-2001). The 10 members of the Innovation department answered the CCQ and the 
average group value is represented by the blue line.  

 
Figure 8. Chart with the results from the CCQ.  

According to the group result gained, the Innovation department was innovative on the 
dimensions challenge, freedom, trust/openness, conflicts, and idea support. Some dimensions 
showed a value in between the innovative and the stagnated value; dynamism/liveliness, 
playfulness/humor, debates, and risk taking. The one dimension that touched equal the value of a 
stagnated organization was idea time.  

The department is relatively small and deviations in the individual answers were therefore 
considered, in order to find potential problem areas that the group result did not reveal. In table 2 
below, the description of the individual results are presented in comparison to the group result, 
by pointing out how many individual results that showed a stagnated value.   
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Table 2. Average Innovation department group results and individual results. 

 
As indicated in table 2, the results for freedom deviated. For this dimension, the group results 
equaled the innovative values but there were 20 % of the group that found this dimension 
stagnated. The rest of the dimensions had more coherent results.  

5.2 Innovation Department – Interview Results 
This chapter presents the interview results concerning the climate for creativity and innovation at 
the Innovation department. The results were gathered from the interviews with the members of 
the Innovation department, Marketing department, and the Senior Global Manager. When 
referring to ideas, the focus was on those ideas that potentially could lead to new innovations for 
Arla Foods.  

5.2.1 Success Factors 

Regarding the Innovation department’s new way of working, the employees found the increased 
focus on innovation, the involvement in concept development, and the greater possibility to 
come with ideas and influence as positive. The employees at the Innovation department are hard 
workers and the department is built upon experienced and engaged employees that have deep 
knowledge and long experience from product development. The base of competence, their 
accuracy and their ability to go to the bottom with problems have been mentioned as main 
success factors for their ability to innovate. 

Most of the employees at the department find a great variation in their working routines. They 
find the level of freedom regarding how much they decide over their own work perfect and they 
decide over their own work to a large extent.  Regarding challenges in their work the result 
showed that the work is just enough challenging. Being creative, new-thinking and becoming an 
inspirational funnel were mentioned as challenging in a positive manner.  

The interviewees were asked how they feel about changes in routines and their work and the 
general view was that they have a positive attitude to this (this does not apply to the 
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reorganization). The employees have the possibility to influence their own goals and objectives 
to a large extent in regular follow up meetings. Moreover, there is a shared sense of trust and 
openness at the department. It was pointed out that it is acceptable to come with crazy ideas and 
that you are not dismissed if you do. 

5.2.2 Recurring Problem Areas 

In accordance with the problem formulation, the idea flow at the Innovation department is low 
and they could be a lot better at creating a flow of ideas. The authors have defined the idea flow 
as the creation of ideas that occur on a daily basis, not within the projects. It was mentioned that 
the idea flow at the Innovation department is often more focused on problem solving. The 
Innovation Director would like the group to be in an idea generation mode more often. Yet, the 
idea flow should be somewhat focused within the product platforms or aligned with their 
business and product strategy.  

Table 3 below summarizes the problem areas found at the Innovation department and presents 
how many of the respondents of the Innovation department that experienced these problem areas. 
Some of the areas were only asked to the nine employees, and not to the Innovation Director, and 
this is indicated by the number of respondents given in the table.  

Table 3. Summarized problems expressed by the 10 members from the Innovation department. 

 
*Concerns ideas that occur outside projects.  
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Two additional areas were recurring during the interviews. These areas and the number of 
respondents that indicated such problems are summarized in the table below, see Table 4.  

Table 4. Additional problems expressed by the 10 members from the Innovation department. 

 
In the following sections, the most common and recurring areas that came up during the 
interviews are described. The problem areas have been divided into different categories in 
alignment with the respondents’ answers. The following areas were found to be problematic; 
time for ideas, risk taking, debates and discussions, idea support and encouragement, idea 
process, clarity in roles, responsibilities, and goals, and input and inspiration. The areas are 
described in the following sections but initially, the atmosphere is described.  

5.2.3 The Atmosphere 

The questionnaire results showed fairly low scores for the dimensions dynamism/liveliness and 
playfulness/humor. In order to investigate these issues, the authors asked questions about the 
employees’ perception of the mood at the Innovation department, or the atmosphere. The reason 
to this was since the authors did not want to put words in the respondents’ mouth (playfulness 
and liveliness). Thus, this section is named atmosphere in order to present these perceptions. The 
atmosphere is not included in the tables with problem areas above (table 3 and 4) due to the 
reason that the results are of descriptive characteristics and not problem areas in the same way as 
those given above.  

The reorganization that was executed close to one year before this study was conducted affected 
the personnel and the atmosphere significantly. The employees feel that the atmosphere has 
changed radically since the reorganization in a positive manner. To some extent there still exist 
uncertainty and a concern of dismissal, which does not affect the creativity in a good way. 

The overall impression is that the atmosphere is perceived as positive but there is something 
missing about it. One respondent stated that it is a theoretical group in a sense that they are 
missing the feeling, tasting and touching when it comes to products and prototyping. The 
atmosphere was described to be relaxed, respectful, focused, responsible, quiet, friendly, and not 
very humoristic. A majority of the employees like to work independently and focused. Some 
agree that there could be more spirit of “go” at the department; more open discussions and more 
laughter. It would be better with more craziness (Employee D, March 2013). Respondents from 
the Marketing department agreed that regarding the atmosphere, it is a rather quiet office space 
which does not give the feeling that a lot is going on there. It was further mentioned that there is 
not much diversity at the Innovation department; it consists of women in about the same age and 
ethnicity.  
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5.2.4 Time for Ideas  

The Innovation Director believes that more time for ideas would lead to more valuable 
innovations. I am asking them to bring more ideas and to think outside what they are working on 
and bring inspiration, but they don’t have time for that (Innovation Director, March 2013). 

The employees of the innovation department have a high workload pressure which results in a 
lack of time for idea generation and inspiration. It is both idea generation and the development of 
those ideas that need time. The reorganization last year implied cutting the number of employees 
to half, but they have not cut down the projects with the same proportion. One employee 
expressed this clearly; you cannot have the workload pressure we have and still be creative 
(Employee F, March 2013). There is no dedicated time for idea generation and the shared 
opinion among the members of the Innovation department is that there is a need to allocate time 
for this. The Innovation Director agrees on the lack of time. He thinks that each employee should 
have half a day a week to spend on thinking and figuring on new ideas, or getting inspiration. 
However, in the current situation this does not exist. Another issue related to idea time that the 
Innovation Director brought up was that it can be a distraction to evaluate ideas provided to him 
by the employees. 

5.2.5 Risk Taking  

There is a perception that the level of risk taking can hinder the creativity at the Innovation 
department. Currently, there is not enough time and resources for testing new ideas. The most 
occurring type of innovation at Arla Foods today is line extensions, which are usually new tastes 
or an improvement of an existing product. They were explained as secure and safe. The supply 
chain has a very strong position at Arla Foods. The milk production and the short durability of 
the products kill many of the ideas since the procedures are streamlined and cannot produce 
small volumes.  

When it comes to risk taking, the Innovation Director thinks that the Innovation department is 
not failing enough. He means that the group might be scared of failing and therefore they have a 
cautious approach. The Innovation Director cannot think of a single example when they have 
launched a product that was not good enough. On one hand, you could say that I have a world-
class product development department and on the other is that our ideas are not big enough 
(Innovation Director, March 2013). 

Respondents from the Marketing department agree on the low level of risk taking. It was stated 
that the organization has loads of ideas. However, when it comes to the execution of these the 
organization is not that allowing. It was also brought up that top management would like more 
breakthrough innovations but those are rare. 

5.2.6 Debates and Discussions  

In the current state, little contact is taken to discuss ideas within and outside the Innovation 
department and there is an interest for more interaction with others. We are missing visionary 
discussions on a high strategic level at the department (Employee D, March 2013). One 
respondent brought up the fact that they do not take coffee breaks together. As it is today, 
discussions appear when there is a need for them, often in small constellations of groups within 
their own categories or at structured occasions with a project group. There is however a clear 
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willingness for helping each other more and exchange more knowledge with each other. 
Currently, they work within their categories and are not well aware of what others are doing. 

Discussions between the Marketing and Innovation department around ideas do not occur 
frequently. One respondent from the Marketing department pointed out that the meetings 
initiated by the Innovation department are often short reconciliation meetings and do not give a 
creative or inspirational feeling.  

There is a doubt whether there are enough debates at the Innovation department. It was brought 
up during the interviews that part of the group could be better at making their voice heard and 
tell their opinions to a larger extent. One respondent explained that there are not enough 
occasions for saying what you think and pointed out that the team meetings do not allow time for 
this. Furthermore, there is a doubt whether there exist a diversity of opinions. Regarding 
conflicts, there are some indications from the interviews that there might be some level of 
conflict avoidance within the group. 

5.2.7 Idea Support and Encouragement 

It was stated in the interviews that if the employees would feel more encouraged to work on 
ideas, it would be easier for them to manage their time in such way. It was also stated that some 
of the employees would dare to put more ideas forward as they would feel encouraged to do so. 

The authors proposed the question if they get appraisement for bringing forward new ideas and 
the general answer was that there is not a lot of this. However, some mention that they get 
appraisement from their colleagues, and some from the Innovation Director. It was pointed out 
that it should be valued to spend time on creative work, by measuring it in some way or by 
showing appreciation when it is done. The leaders have a great role in encouraging to creativity 
and inspiration, it is missing (Employee A, March 2013). 

5.2.8 Idea Process 

Within this area, the authors proposed questions regarding how to go about when they come up 
with ideas that are generated outside projects. The process for bringing an idea forward within a 
project is clear, and is something that this study has not addressed.  

For the ideas outside projects, a common perception is that there is no clear decision process for 
moving forward with an idea. It is not sure amongst the employees whether the Innovation 
Director or someone else in the organization has the role of receiving and taking care of ideas. 
There is no idea bank or system and no actual routine for taking care of ideas; there is no one 
responsible for securing that good ideas are taken care of. It is more our good memory one has to 
rely on (Employee F, March 2013). It is in general perceived that ideas often disappear because 
of this.  

Some of the respondents described different paths of where to go with their ideas; some go to the 
Innovation Director, some go to the concept managers, and some think that it requires that you 
can sell it in to the Marketing department. Others have no idea of how to handle it if they get an 
idea; I have never tried going forward with an idea, I don’t know that process (Employee H, 
March 2013). The Innovation Director thought that the question around an idea process was an 
interesting aspect; I am asking for ideas but I don’t really know what to do with them as I get 
them (Innovation Manager, March 2013). The respondents from the Marketing department agree 
on that the process for moving forward with an idea is unclear. 
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5.2.9 Clarity in Roles, Responsibilities, and Goals 

This section is about clarity in roles and responsibilities which was found as an additional 
problem during the interviews. The new objectives concerning becoming more inspirational have 
created a feeling of expectations of delivering ideas. One product developer explained that the 
organization has changed a lot and the Innovation department has different expectations now. 
The inspiration funnel objectives and tasks are not clear, which is perceived as challenging for 
the group. There are no set activities or responsibility areas regarding this initiative. It is also 
unclear to the employees what is expected from them regarding the idea generation. It was 
pointed out by a few of the respondents that there do not exist goals when it comes to idea 
generation. I think that we are waiting for the Innovation Director to push the button (Employee 
I, March 2013). There is a responsibility of the manager to lead this and to help everyone to get 
on that track and to get the time for it (Employee E, March 2013). The Innovation Director 
explained that in terms of being more inspirational, they do not have clear objectives. He would 
like the individuals to define the activities themselves.  

In projects concerning new launches there is a close collaboration between the Innovation and 
the Marketing department. Before, the Innovation department was more concentrated on 
developing those products that the Marketing department suggested while the Innovation 
department today aims to have a business and marketing focus as well. The role of the 
Innovation department is considered somewhat unclear since it is somewhere in between the 
short-term and more strategic long-term development. The current structure was set less than a 
year ago before this study was conducted and the two interviewed marketers feel that it is not yet 
completely clear how the collaboration between the Marketing and the Innovation department is 
planned to be. There is a desire for more clarity around what responsibilities goes under which 
department and knowing what you can expect from each other as departments. 

5.2.10 Input and Inspiration 

Input and inspiration was another area that the study found as an additional observation. All of 
the respondents perceive that there is a lack of input for idea generation purposes. The employees 
feel more creative when they get to leave the job because the brain gets to relax in combination 
with different inputs and the thoughts can be freer. They expressed wishes for more workshops, 
new ways of visualizing concept or ideas, and more visionary discussions. One respondent 
pointed out that the rather low level of liveliness could depend on the lack of input and 
inspiration. The Innovation Director pointed out that they need to work with their products more 
by making prototypes and physically build and draw products.  

In contrast, the interviewed persons from the Marketing department have the perception that 
there are a lot of ideas within the organization. The Marketing department has many different 
origins of these ideas such as workshops, idea generations, and marketing analyses.  

5.3 Fuzzy Front End Projects  
This section brings up results from the investigation of two FFE projects; Project A and Project 
B. The projects took place in the stages explore and create concept of Arla Foods’ stage-gate 
model. These projects were investigated in order to find out the characteristics of the climate for 
creativity and innovation in the FFE, and the perceptions of this climate among the people 
involved in these projects. Initially, this chapter describes the processes of these projects. It 
further includes the participant observation results and the findings from the interviews with the 
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two external consultants from the innovation agencies. Finally, some reflections from other 
project members are presented. 

5.3.1 The Project Processes 

The projects were centered around previously identified opportunities which figured as a rather 
broad theme and the aim of the projects was to develop product concepts.  

Each project consisted of one concept manager, who was the internal project manager of the 
projects, one respectively two product developers from the Innovation department, and three 
candidates from the Marketing department. Arla Foods hired two innovation agencies; Agency A 
and B, which were responsible for the process of gaining insights and develop concepts. The 
agencies are working with qualitative research and enable insight-driven innovation. One of their 
important roles is to unleash their clients’ (in this case Arla Foods’) creativity.  

The agencies are managing the entire concept creation process use similar processes. Agency A’s 
process is divided into five components; collecting existing market knowledge around the 
subject, gather consumer insights needs and opportunities, an idea generation day, concept 
creation, and concept validation, see figure 9. Project A lasted 13 weeks. 

 
Figure 9. The process of Project A. 

Project B was divided into six components; scoping and identifying gaps in the existing data, 
interaction with consumers and experts (immerse), turning the insights into opportunities 
(consolidate), ideate in an idea generation day, shaping the concept ideas (creating), and testing 
and evaluation, see figure 10. This project lasted approximately 20 weeks. 

 
Figure 10. The process of Project B. 

In reconnection to the problem formulation of this study, the idea generation activities of these 
projects were particularly interesting to investigate. In the observations and interviews, this 
component received the most attention. 
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5.3.2 The Climate for Creativity and Innovation of the FFE Projects 

In this section the results from the participant observations are presented. As noted above, these 
projects were driven by external innovation agencies and thus the activities observed took place 
outside the Innovation department.  

Project A.  The climate observed in Project A was characterized by full speed, varied schedule, 
good level of discussions around how to create the concepts, and not so much reflections around 
risks. Enthusiasm was observed around the early idea generation and prototyping; they spent 
time and energy on the ideas and invited colleagues to testing in order to get feedback. The 
project members gathered relevant information and took advantage of each other’s knowledge. 

At the idea generation day in Project A there was an avoidance of risk thinking. It was clearly 
stated that no ideas were bad ideas and it was important to not impede the idea generation by 
thinking of constraints in the early phase. During this day, there were surprises and changes of 
surroundings several times. The day was eventful, for example there were competitions which 
aimed to create energy and a relaxed atmosphere. The participants got a lot of inspiration from 
insight presentations and additional presentations around different themes. A large number of 
ideas were generated in association with these presentations. Everyone was encouraged and 
pushed the continuously write down ideas on post-it notes. All the participants were involved 
and showed interest to contribute and there were many open discussions during the day.  

Project B started with open discussions about sources of information and experiences related to 
the topic. The challenge was often pointed out during the project; the difficulty in finding the 
right need and the challenge of creating large volumes. The climate was generally relaxed and 
open for anyone to speak out. There existed diversity of opinions in the project and there were 
long discussions.  

The idea generation day in Project B was characterized by a lot of energy. No risk taking or 
restrictions were discussed. The impression was that everyone involved invested a lot of effort in 
order to make the best out of it. Everyone was positive and did not turn down others’ ideas. 
Many ideas came up and the people involved were keen on putting forward their ideas, as well as 
build on others’. It was a day with constant activities that were different to each other. The idea 
generation activities were based on different consumer insights in combination with a lot of 
inspiration which worked as a foundation of the idea generation. Agency B held a team 
competition which created a sense of playfulness. The collaboration was good since everyone 
discussed ideas and took advantage of the different knowledge and experiences in the team 
which resulted in a good distribution of ideas.  

The idea generation days of both Project A and Project B resulted in a large amount of ideas. 
These ideas were evaluated through several methods and could later be created into concepts.  

5.3.3 Interviews with the Agencies 

The project managers from the agencies were interviewed with the aim to perceive how they 
work with climate for creativity and innovation and to gather their views upon Project A and 
Project B. The project manager at Agency A is referred to as PM A and the project manager 
from Agency B is named PM B. 

Both agencies have worked hard on creating a climate where the group feels comfortable and is 
forced to be playful and lively, especially during the idea generation days. PM A explained that 
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important when creating a climate for creativity is to lift people out from their usual environment 
and make them think in new and different perspectives by telling them new things and provoking 
them. Both agencies work in a way where they try to challenge the project teams’ point of views 
in different ways. It was mentioned by the PM B that diversity is important in order to bring new 
experiences and competencies into the team. Both agencies share the view of what they add to 
Arla Foods’ projects; an open climate which makes the individuals in the teams feel that they are 
allowed to use their creativity. The project manager from Agency B explained that you can work 
extremely structural when it comes to creativity; it is a skill that can be taught (PM B, April 
2013). It was pointed out by PM B that the more creative person you are, the less input and 
stimuli you need to create something.  

The goal with these projects was to generate product concepts that work for many occasions and 
generates large volumes. PM B explained that one should therefore not take large risks. PM A on 
the other hand experienced that Arla Foods dared to invest in ideas that were not obvious 
winners in the qualitative tests. PM A further perceived Arla Foods as a company that works a 
lot with innovation and is prepared for launches that might not always end up as planned.  

The idea flow during the project was perceived as good by PM A and he experienced that the 
team got many good ideas during the idea generation day that were consistent with the gained 
insights. PM B was impressed about the idea flow during the project. Both of the agencies firstly 
focus on quantity in idea generation activities, since it is important that there are no expectations 
on the ideas in an idea generation session. PM B means that you need a large quantity before you 
get quality.  

5.3.4 Reflections from Project Members 

This section brings up some reflections from the interviewed product developers and the 
marketing people that participated in the projects.  

The project members were generally positive when describing Project A and Project B. In 
Project A, they found it positive that many stakeholders were included from an early stage which 
gave the project inputs from many areas. Furthermore, Agency A was good at creating a feeling 
of inclusion and engagement. The process in both Project A and Project B was perceived as 
inspiring and a lot of fun. The climate was perceived as good, open, positive, and joyful. It was 
appreciated to get out of the office during the workshops since it opened up for creativity. The 
interviewed project members agreed that there have been enough time available during this 
project. The ambiguity about these projects was perceived as positive since it made the work 
more challenging and it made them use their creativity to a large extent, which in turn increased 
how much they thought of ideas outside the projects.  
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6 Analysis and Discussion 
In this chapter the results are discussed and analyzed in relation to the literature. In the first 
section, the success factors of the Innovation department are described, followed by the problem 
areas found.  In the latter, the fuzzy front end of innovation is discussed and analyzed in relation 
to the results.  

6.1 Innovation Department  
Creativity is the production of novel and useful ideas (Amabile, 1996) and Sutton and Hargadon 
(1996) state that many ideas will lead to good ideas. In accordance with the problem formulation, 
the interviews confirmed that the idea flow is low at the Innovation department. Ideas are more 
focused on problem solving than on idea generation in the FFE. This chapter aims to answer the 
first and second research questions: “what is the current climate for creativity and innovation 
like at the Innovation department and what dimensions are the least supportive?” and “which 
are the underlying factors to the current climate for creativity and innovation at the Innovation 
department?”  

Initially in this chapter, the identified success factors are discussed. Thereafter, the different 
problem areas which origin from Ekvall’s (1996) climate dimensions are discussed. These 
problem areas are the following: the atmosphere, time for ideas, risk taking, debates and 
discussions, and idea support and encouragement. The following three sections comprise of the 
factors that were found to be underlying to the current climate: idea process, and clarity in roles, 
responsibilities, and goals, input and inspiration.  

6.1.1 Success Factors 

The employees have a positive attitude towards the attempt of becoming more focused on 
innovation. The Innovation department lifted up the strong competence and knowledge base of 
the individuals as success factors for innovation, which is in line with Amabile’s (1998) way of 
looking at creativity, where expertise is considered to be one of three components of creativity. 
The second component concerns their creative thinking skills, which have not been investigated 
in this study but the results indicated that they are skilled problem solvers. The third component 
that Amabile (1998) describes concerns the motivation, which has been more aligned with this 
study’s focus on the context, the climate, and not the characteristics of the individuals.  

The employees at the Innovation department are hard workers and find a great variation in their 
work and Ekvall (1996) state that a climate with dynamism and liveliness is characterized by 
“go”, “full speed”, and variation. Thus, from the interviews it seemed like there is a good level of 
dynamism and liveliness. However, the questionnaire result revealed a value below that of an 
innovative organization. The atmosphere at the Innovation department is focused and quiet, 
which might be an underlying reason of the lower level of dynamism and liveliness in the 
questionnaire result. This is discussed further in the section 6.1.2 The Atmosphere.  

The interviews with the Innovation department members showed that the level of freedom 
regarding how much they decide over their own work is perfect and the questionnaire results 
gave indications of a level of freedom equal to the value for an innovative organization. 
Regarding the dimension challenge the questionnaire results indicated that it was a successful 
dimension and the interviews confirmed that this is the case; the employees find their work just 
enough challenging. According to Tidd and Bessant (2009) the level of challenge should not be 
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too high since it could indicate a risk of burnout. When it comes to idea time, the tight time 
frame was brought up. However, the overall impression is that the level of challenge is 
appropriate and can therefore be viewed upon as successful. The subject of a tight time frame 
will be further discussed in the section 6.1.3 Time for Ideas.  

The questionnaire revealed that the value of the dimension trust and openness was at a high 
level, above the limit value of an innovative organization. A climate where there is a high level 
of trust is characterized by employees daring to put forward their ideas (Ekvall, 1996) and it was 
clear from the interviews that this is the case, the climate is open. Another dimension that scored 
high in the questionnaire was idea support. One reason was the dialogue with the Innovation 
Director, which was considered positive. Furthermore, any idea is received in a positive manner 
which is another reason to the high score. However, the interview results revealed some 
problems related to idea support and the dimension was divided into two problem areas which 
will be further discussed in the sections 6.1.6 Idea Support and Encouragement and 6.1.7 Idea 
Process.  

Another dimension that the CCQ investigated was conflicts, which is more related to personal 
tensions (Ekvall, 1996). This dimension got a really low score and as Isaksen and Lauer (2002) 
state; a lower score is generally better. Therefore this dimension is considered as successful. 
Although Tidd and Bessant (2009) argue that the goal should be to have a constructive level of 
conflicts and three respondents gave some indications that there might be an avoidance of 
conflicts within the group so there are some contradictions related to this dimension. This study 
could not determine if this is the case.  

Ekvall (1996) argues that you can expect the dimensions challenge, freedom, trust, playfulness 
and low conflicts to influence productivity, quality, and well-being in a positive manner, which is 
positive for the Innovation department as they scored high on all these dimensions except 
playfulness.  

6.1.2 The Atmosphere 

The reorganization still affects the employees to some extent and it seems like the employees 
still feel a level of uncertainty regarding the future of the department. In accordance with 
Amabile and Conti’s (1999) study of downsizing, creativity diminishes and can be suffering for 
several months after. It is hard to say whether the creativity of the Innovation department is yet 
suffering from the reorganization but there is a risk that it might be so. Today, the climate is 
described as a lot more positive than right after the reorganization. However, the current 
atmosphere does not fully correspond with the descriptions of the dimensions playfulness/humor 
(ease, spontaneity, jokes, and laughter) or dynamism/liveliness (eventfulness, go, and full speed) 
(Ekvall, 1996). The current climate was described in terms of calm, serious, not humoristic, and 
cautious. The climate was also described in many positive aspects such as respectful and friendly 
but not in terms that directly fits into the dimensions playfulness/humor and 
dynamism/liveliness. There seem to be something missing regarding the atmosphere, which 
affects the climate dimensions playfulness and liveliness in a negative manner.  

6.1.3 Time for Ideas  

The empirical results clearly revealed that idea time is the Innovation department’s weakest 
dimension. The value of this dimension equals the value for a stagnated organization and there is 
a consistent perception at the Innovation department that time constraints are a problem. Time 
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pressure makes individuals significantly less likely to be creative (Tidd and Bessant, 2009) and 
this correspond with the employees of the Innovation department’s impressions. What also can 
be seen in a climate with low idea time is that management avoids new ideas since they will take 
away time from their schedules (Tidd and Bessant, 2009) which corresponds with the interview 
results. Ekvall (1996) states that people are often only concerned with their current projects and 
tasks when the level of idea time is not sufficient, and this is clearly the case at the Innovation 
department as it is stated that people barely have time to finish their projects. Each of the three 
frameworks (Amabile et al., 1996; West, 1998; Ekvall, 1996) mentioned in the frame of 
reference includes time or resources as an important factor for the climate for creativity. Amabile 
et al. (1996) present time pressure as an organizational impediment to creativity. Amabile (1998) 
states that managers are unwittingly standing in the way of the creative process if they do not 
offer time for exploration or incubation periods. There is a desire among the employees for 
allocated time for ideas.  

Critical for innovation is to have time to think, learn and fail (Lawson, 2001) and the results 
showed that there is a lack of each of these three at the Innovation department. The 
reorganization implied cutting down on the employees but they have not cut down on the 
projects to the same proportion. This implied an increased workload and time pressure for the 
remaining employees. When fewer people are assigned to a project, experimentation and creative 
collaboration will be scarce and hence hamper innovation due to the lack of experimentation 
(Lawson, 2001; Richtnér and Åhlström, 2010). Arla Foods’ strategy 2017 implies that they want 
to become as effective and streamlined as possible (Arla Foods 4, n.d.). There are risks 
associated with streamlining the business as the importance of providing the employees with 
enough time to be successful innovators might be neglected.  

6.1.4 Risk Taking 

The questionnaire results showed a level of risk taking below the value of an innovative 
organization. The interviews showed that Arla Foods Sweden is not very keen on taking risks, 
partly because of the large volume focus when it comes to production issues. The Innovation 
Director has the perception that the group has a cautious and failure avoidance approach and as 
Ekvall (1996) states; there is a cautious and hesitant mentality if there is risk avoidance in the 
climate.  Amabile et al. (1996) classify risk avoidance as an organizational impediment to 
creativity and similarly, Tidd and Bessant (2009) mean that too low risk taking can hamper the 
creativity. When there is risk avoidance the employees offer few new ideas and the ideas that are 
put forward are mainly in the scope of what is considered safe or ordinary (Tidd and Bessant, 
2009). This corresponds to what the Innovation department addressed; the idea flow is rather low 
and the most occurring type of innovation at Arla Foods is line extensions or product 
improvements.  

Tidd and Bessant (2009) addresses reasons to a low level of risk taking; the organization do not 
value new ideas, the evaluation system is bureaucratic, or people are punished for drawing 
outside the lines. However, it was clear that the climate is open at the Innovation department and 
one can feel free to bring up “crazy ideas” without risking to get dismissed. Regarding these 
reasons the first one, new ideas are not valued, applies to the Innovation department to some 
extent since a receiver of ideas is missing and there is no established evaluation system of ideas, 
this is further discussed in the section 6.1.7 Idea Process.  
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Abernathy and Clark (1985) concluded that different kinds of innovation require different 
managerial skills and organizational environments. The more uncertain the innovations are, the 
more resources are needed to turn the uncertainties into knowledge (Tidd and Bessant, 2011). 
The interviews revealed that resources seem to be a constraint which contributes to the low level 
of risk taking.  

It was found in the literature that a product strategy must be aligned with the FFE (Khurana and 
Rosenthal, 1998; Koen et al., 2002), which can be interpreted in a way that the risk level that the 
company is willing to take should be in line with the desired types of ideas. The managers need 
to promote this information to the employees (Khurana and Rosenthal, 1998). Hence, the level of 
risk taking should be communicated with clarity. In the current state, there seem to be some 
ambiguity regarding the product strategy in the FFE. It is also important to notice that for 
breakthrough innovations, clarity around the product strategy might be less important than other 
enablers (Koen et al., 2002). Therefore, if desiring breakthrough innovations, other enablers 
might have to be considered. In the case of Arla Foods, breakthrough innovations might be much 
to ask, since the risk taking is rather low and the employees wish for clear directions and clarity. 
The Innovation department’s business plan indicates that they should focus on platform products, 
which lie somewhere in between incremental and breakthrough (Koen, 2005).  

6.1.5 Debates and Discussions  

Regarding the dimension debates, the questionnaire results showed that the group result was just 
below the limit of an innovative organization. From the interview results it was not completely 
clear if there are enough debates and diversity of opinions at the Innovation department. In a 
group with much debate there are many voices being heard (Ekvall, 1996) while the perception 
at the Innovation department is that the employees do make their voice heard to some extent, but 
some do this more than others. Interesting to note is also that the employees at the Innovation 
department consist of 9 women in about the same age and they have similar educations, which 
could also be a reason to a low diversity of opinions. Even though this could be a drawback for 
the creativity, this aspect has not been further analyzed since it has to do with organizational 
structure aspects which lie outside the scope of this study. 

According to Tidd and Bessant (2009), individuals lack willingness to discuss e.g. new ideas and 
thoughts with others in a climate where the level of debate is low. This is not the case at the 
Innovation department; the employees are expressing an interest for more discussions and for 
knowing more about what the others are working with. The lack of time and lack of occasions 
where the group gathers were mentioned as causing reasons to why more discussions do not take 
place.  

The low level of discussions could potentially explain why there were deviations in the results 
regarding the dimension freedom, where 20 % of the individual answers were below the value 
for a stagnated organization. A high level of freedom implies e.g. that people in the organization 
make contacts and discusses problems, exchange information etc. (Ekvall, 1996). There is a 
shared perception that they do not do this enough at the Innovation department and it was clear 
that this aspect is a deficiency.  

The investigation also revealed that the employees at the Innovation department could be better 
at knowledge sharing, both within and outside the Innovation department. They are aware of this 
and again, the reason is not the lack of willingness but rather the lack of time. The aspect of 
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knowledge sharing, which is related to knowledge management, has not been further analyzed in 
this project.    

6.1.6 Idea Support and Encouragement 

As mentioned earlier, idea support was one of the dimensions that got the highest value in the 
questionnaire. The group result was above the limit for an innovative organization and each of 
the individual answers was high. However, as the problem formulation for this thesis implied 
that there are few ideas at the Innovation department the authors assumed that the questionnaire 
result could be somewhat misleading. Idea support is about how new ideas are treated (Ekvall, 
1996) and the authors asked themselves how do you know if there is a high level of idea support 
if there is only a few number of ideas?  
The interviews revealed that encouragement and appraisement of ideas is a potential 
improvement area. Amabile (1998) argue that managers kill creativity if they do not 
acknowledge innovative efforts or if they greet them with skepticism. At the interviews it was 
mentioned that spending time on creative tasks should be valued by measuring it in some way or 
showing appreciation when it is done. Amabile (1998) states that creativity is truly enhanced 
when the whole organization is supporting it. Negative feelings can take place if employees are 
not provided with sufficient recognition and rewards for creativity (Amabile, 1998). It seems like 
the idea generation is not valued enough by the organization for the employees to prioritize it.   

6.1.7 Idea Process 

The idea process was an investigated area that was shown to be problematic. Ekvall’s (1996) 
dimension idea support covers this area regarding an idea process to some extent, since he states 
that possibilities for trying out new ideas are created where there is idea support. The idea 
process was investigated by looking at how ideas are supported when aiming to move them 
forward and was therefore separated from idea support and encouragement and viewed upon as 
an additional problem area by the authors.  

Amabile (1998) states that the leaders must implement appropriate systems or procedures that 
clearly signal that creative efforts are top priorities in order to be supportive. The interviews 
revealed that there is no decision process or the like for driving ideas forward and a receiver of 
ideas is missing. Today, it relies on the people to assure that ideas will not be lost and there is a 
perception that ideas often disappear due to this. According to Boeddrich (2004), employees 
should know where to deliver their ideas, which will ease the managers’ work of paying full 
attention to those.  

It was brought up in the interviews with the Marketing department that many good ideas exist 
within Arla Foods but a problem connected to the idea flow seems to lie in taking care of, 
collecting, and going through the ideas. Boeddrich (2004) means that if managers state that there 
are no good ideas, it means the company lacks the ability to perceive ideas from employees and a 
functional system for adopt the ideas. Companies that are not able to perceive ideas are lacking a 
creative climate (ibid.). Thus, the lack of some kind of idea process is viewed upon as an 
underlying problem to the low idea flow, since the employees do not know where to go with 
their ideas and there is no receiver that evaluates the ideas.  
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6.1.8 Clarity in Roles, Responsibilities, and Goals 

The employees find it hard to prioritize tasks since they are missing clear directions and 
responsibilities in their own roles.  There is an uncertainty whether they should spend time on 
idea generation or not and if so, how much. This uncertainty, together with the feeling of 
expectations to deliver ideas can result in a performance anxiety when they do not come up with 
good ideas.  

Ekvall (1996) brought up order and clarity and goal clarity as antecedents to the climate for 
creativity. Order and clarity refers to e.g. clear roles, instructions, and responsibilities and have 
generally speaking a positive relation to the climate for creativity and innovation (ibid.). Goal 
clarity refers to clarity around visions, goals and strategies and has a positive relation to the 
climate (ibid.). Similarly, West’s model tells that objectives should be understandable, have 
valued outcomes, and be shared and attainable in order to facilitate innovation (Anderson and 
West, 1998) and Amabile (1998) states that clear strategic goals often increase the employee’s 
creativity. The employees expressed that the roles and responsibilities are somewhat ambiguous. 
They feel that they are missing clear objectives regarding their roles, responsibilities, and 
objectives when it comes to the business plan, idea generation and about being inspirational and 
they do not seem to feel comfortable with this ambiguity. The employees at the Innovation 
Department are somewhat new in working with this kind of creative efforts. The employees are 
used to working in the NPD process which is characterized by a structured and disciplined 
process (Koen et al., 2001). It was also stated by Ekvall (1996) that people with less self-
confidence often need frames and direction for unleashing their creativity. 

Amabile (1998) talks about freedom and giving people autonomy as a key to creativity. She 
explains that creativity thrives when people are free to decide how to climb a mountain but the 
managers might tell what mountain to climb. The Innovation Director probably wants the 
employees to feel free in terms of defining their tasks in becoming more inspirational, by not 
giving clear steps of how to achieve the goal. However, if the employees do not know where 
they are heading, the freedom is useless (Amabile, 1998). Objectives could therefore be set in 
close collaboration with the employees by letting them have significant influence on the 
objectives, since autonomy also contributes to creativity (Mumford, 2000). The authors view the 
lack of clarity as an underlying factor to the current climate since it seems to hamper the 
creativity at the Innovation department. 

6.1.9 Input and Inspiration 

Interviews with Agency A and Agency B showed that inspiration and input from new areas, 
experiences and environments are important for creativity. Input and inspiration have been 
recurrent in this study; in interviews with the agencies, the employees, and the Innovation 
Director. The investigation showed that the Marketing department seems to have a lager idea 
flow than the Innovation department, as well as more inspiration and input sources, and creative 
forums. Thus, the findings indicate that there could be a positive relation between idea flow and 
inspiration.  

There is a lack of input and inspiration and a wish for more among the members of the 
Innovation department. In one article about creativity in organizations it was stated that creativity 
is a product of inspiration, which occurs when you stop doing something (Soriano de Alencar 
and Bruno-Faria, 1997). According to this statement, it seems like inspiration leads to creativity. 
It also strengthens the claim that you need time for being creative. However, no studies that 
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directly connect inspiration to climate for creativity and innovation were found in the literature 
review. As inspiration and input showed to have a strong impact on the creativity at the 
Innovation department, it is viewed upon as an underlying factor to the low idea flow.  

6.1.10 Changing the Climate  

Through this in-depth investigation, several dimensions and additional problem areas have been 
identified as areas of potential change. The climate dimensions that are opportunities of change 
are the atmosphere, idea time, risk taking, debates and discussions, idea support and 
encouragement, and the additional problem areas that were identified are idea process, clarity, 
and input and inspiration. Interesting to note is that the dimensions that are said to be most 
connected to the climate for creativity and innovation (Ekvall, 1996) were also among those that 
were pointed out as problem areas at the Innovation department; idea support, debates, risk-
taking, and idea time. This motivates that it would be valuable for the Innovation department to 
put efforts on changing these dimensions.  

Since the Innovation department has fairly new objectives, and aims to work more in the FFE, 
the climate has to be adapted to these. If wanting to change what the members think the 
organization values, it is important to change the climate (Schneider, Brief and Guzzo, 1996). 
The climate dimensions should therefore be adapted in a way that they are in line with what the 
Innovation department values. By creating this climate, the employees should feel valued for 
work that is aligned with the objectives.  

As argued by Schneider, Gunnarsson and Niles-Jolly (1996), changing the climate is complex 
and it is important to focus not only on one dimension of change. To enhance the probability of a 
successful change, each of these dimensions must be considered and people should participate in 
the decisions towards this change (Schneider, Gunnarsson and Niles-Jolly, 1996).  

6.2 The Fuzzy Front End of Innovation 
This section presents the analysis and discussion of the empirical findings of the FFE projects 
that were presented in chapter 5.3 Fuzzy Front End Projects. The findings are analyzed in 
relation to the climate for creativity and innovation. Differences between the FFE and the NPD 
are discussed as well as their implications on the climate for creativity and innovation. 
Ultimately, this chapter addresses the third research question: does the fuzzy front end of 
innovation have any specific implications on the climate for creativity and innovation? This 
section does also contribute to answering the second research question by enriching the findings 
of the factors that are argued to be underlying to the current climate of the Innovation 
department. 

6.2.1 Fuzzy Front End of Innovation Projects  

The two FFE projects covered all the five elements defined in Koen et al.’s (2001) NCD model; 
idea genesis, idea selection, concept and technology development, opportunity identification, and 
opportunity analysis. However, the processes of Project A and Project B were more sequential if 
looking at the process schemes (figure 9 and 10). The characteristics of Project A and Project B 
are in line with those factors characterizing FFE; e.g. experimental and difficult to plan (Koen et 
al., 2001), with fuzzy and easy to change ideas (Kim and Wilemon, 2002) 

Project A and Project B both resulted in a large number of ideas and these projects showed to be 
good examples of climate favorable for creativity and innovation. It was interesting to compare 
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the idea generation days in the FFE projects to Ekvall’s (1996) ten dimensions of climate for 
creativity and innovation. The participant observations showed that the idea generation days in 
Project A and Project B were both built upon challenge, freedom, idea support, openness, 
liveliness, playfulness, and debates. The dimensions conflicts and risk taking were not observed. 
Risk discussions were avoided during the idea generation sessions, but were discussed at other 
meetings during the projects.  

The idea generation days were considered as essential since it was during these that the idea flow 
was be generated. These days were characterized by involvement, collaboration, encouragement 
of ideas, knowledge sharing, and lots of inspiration. The idea generation sessions were to a large 
extent built upon input and inspiration and was therefore seen as critical for the creativity. 
Diversity was also an important factor for bringing new experiences to the team. These factors 
also seemed to have a positive effect on the creativity and thus on the idea flow; lots of ideas 
were generated in both projects. There was a focus on quantity, which corresponds to Sutton and 
Hargadon’s (1996) view; a large quantity of ideas will give good ideas. Furthermore, the projects 
had a positive impact on the project members’ creativity. The product developers that were 
involved in Project A and Project B expressed positive feelings around the projects; the projects 
have been inspirational for them and made them feel more creative when working with other 
tasks as well.  

The agencies had the impression that Arla Foods and the project teams dared to test some of the 
not obvious ideas. It seemed like risk taking was higher in these projects than what it usually is 
on a daily basis at Arla Foods. In contrast to the situation at the Innovation department, where a 
process for moving ideas forward is missing, ideas were taken care of in an organized manner in 
these two projects. Each of the ideas was collected and evaluated in a structured way.  

6.2.2 Climate for Creativity and Innovation in the Fuzzy Front End  

The Innovation department’s new business plan indicates that the employees should operate 
more in the first phase of innovation and become more involved in FFE projects. Operating in 
the FFE implies very different ways to think and work if comparing to working in the NPD 
phase (Koen et al., 2001). The type of ideas requested by the management is not in the same 
category as the ideas within the NPD phase which the product developers are used to generate. 
For example, it was revealed during the interviews that the product developers are used to work 
with quality related ideas, while coming up with new product ideas has not been included in their 
tasks in this way before.   

The employees at the Innovation department have a strong knowledge base and are successful in 
developing new products in the NPD process and they seem to be very creative in their problem 
solving process. However, according to the problem formulation, there are not enough good 
ideas generated at the Innovation department. The interviews were focused around issues related 
to the FFE and clearly indicated that the current climate is not good for generating ideas. Despite 
this, the CCQ gave indications of a relatively favorable climate for creativity and innovation.  

These somewhat contradictory results indicate that the climate has different requirements in the 
FFE process than in the NPD process. Thus, the current climate at the Innovation department 
might be quite favorable for working in the NPD process whilst the FFE seems to have further or 
different requirements on the climate. Koen et al. (2001) argue that there are differences between 
FFE and NPD. Project A and Project B unfolded in the FFE and according to the observations, 
they reflected a different climate than what the climate at the Innovation department is like. 
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There was a lot more playfulness and liveliness in the atmosphere. The projects involved a 
creative process with a lot of input and inspiration, which resulted in lots of ideas. Moreover, 
during the idea generation days, the agencies aimed to prevent risk thinking and the level of 
discussions were high. It was clearly pointed out that every idea would be supported, no matter 
what.  

Ekvall’s study (1996) is built on organization’s ability to bring new products to the market and it 
is what the measure values are reflected upon. Obviously, the ability to bring new products to the 
market is related to both creativity and innovation as ideas are required before they can be 
implemented into products. Although, this ability seems to be more directly related to the 
development of products than the generation of a sustainable flow of ideas, which is the aim of 
the FFE (Boeddrich, 2004). The authors’ hypothesis is that if desiring to successfully work in the 
FFE, the climate for creativity and innovation must be adapted to this phase since it seems to 
have additional requirements than the climate for a successful NPD process has.  
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7 Conclusions  
This chapter presents the conclusions of the study. The conclusions are divided into two sections; 
the first section concerns the FFE in relation to the climate for creativity and innovation. This 
section is followed by conclusions regarding improvement areas for the Innovation department. 
Finally, the limitations of the study are discussed and suggestions for future studies are given. 

7.1 FFE and the Climate for Creativity and Innovation 
There are significant differences between the FFE and the new NPD phase of innovation, such as 
routines, ambiguity, structural aspects, and they require different ways of thinking and working. 
The FFE process aims to generate ideas while the NPD process aims to realize them. Creativity 
is for certain important in both of these phases although it will be exerted in different ways since 
the phases differs from each other. Therefore, one can suspect that these phases also imply 
differences in the climate for creativity and innovation. However, no previous study has been 
found that investigates the climate specifically in the FFE. This in-depth case study indicates that 
the FFE places additional demands on the climate for creativity and innovation.  

The CCQ results showed that the current climate at the Innovation department is relatively 
favorable for creativity and innovation. However, the problem formulation of this study 
concerned the FFE since the main problem was the low level of ideas generated. The interviews, 
which were focused around the FFE, confirmed that the idea flow is low and showed that the 
climate is not favorable for creativity in the sense of generating ideas. Although, regarding the 
NPD phase the Innovation department is working successfully with new product development. 
Ekvall’s (1996) framework, the CCQ, was developed on the basis of companies being able to 
bring new products to the market which could be argued to be more directly related to the 
activities of the NPD phase than to the FFE. Moreover, the two projects that took place within 
the FFE could be classified as successful on the basis of generating a large amount of ideas. 
These projects were driven by professional agencies that are experienced in working within this 
phase of innovation. Regarding the climate around these two projects, differences were observed 
if comparing to the climate of the Innovation department. 

These results indicate that the questionnaire results reflected a climate that is fairly favorable for 
creativity and innovation for working in the NPD, but not in the FFE. Thus, a climate that is 
fairly favorable for creativity and innovation in the NPD, is not necessarily good for the FFE. It 
can therefore be concluded that since the objective of the Innovation department at Arla Foods is 
to work both in the FFE and the NPD, the climate should be adapted for this purpose. In the next 
section, the identified improvement areas for this purpose are explained. Since this is a single 
case study, the improvement areas were identified when studying the climate for creativity and 
innovation in the FFE, at a specific innovation department that is aiming to work in both the FFE 
and the NPD. General implications of the FFE on the climate could therefore not be defined.  

7.2 Improvement Areas for the Innovation Department 
The in-depth analysis of the Innovation department led to a number of conclusions around how 
to improve the climate for creativity and innovation in the FFE. The results showed good values 
of the dimensions challenge, freedom, trust and openness, and conflicts. Dimensions that showed 
a value below the innovative value were dynamism/liveliness, playfulness/humor, debates, risk 
taking, and idea time. Idea support showed good results but was further analyzed because of the 
low level of ideas. It was found that idea support & encouragement was an improvement area, 
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and is placed in between the underlying factors and Ekvall’s dimensions since it was modified to 
match the specific needs of the Innovation department, see figure 12. Debates was also modified 
and the problem area was named debates & discussions since it better reflects the problem at the 
Innovation department. Moreover, the findings from the empirical investigation revealed 
additional underlying factors to the current climate. These areas were idea process, input & 
inspiration, and clarity. Figure 12 below shows an illustration of the identified problem areas and 
the overall objective of this study; to enhance creativity and thus the idea flow. 

 
Figure 11. Illustration of the identified problem areas.  

Idea time is the most obvious hurdle for the creativity at the Innovation department. The 
employees are under tough work pressure and wish for dedicated time for idea related work and 
more guidelines around this work.  The employees should have more time allocated for thinking, 
learning, and failing. This time is important for innovation in the long-term and more time and 
space would also be more sustainable with regards to the health of the employees. On the one 
hand, the time issue seems to be the most simple problem area to improve, for instance by 
cutting the number of projects. However, it is more complicated, changing the climate is a 
complex mission and one must focus on all dimensions.  

Time should also be allocated to seeking and gathering input and inspiration since there is a 
lack of this at the Innovation department. Input and Inspiration may be seen more as an activity 
than a dimension of the climate but showed a strong connection to creativity and hence 
innovation. It could be concluded that the lack of input and inspiration is an underlying factor to 
the low idea flow. The empirical findings showed that more input and inspiration would most 
likely lead to more debates and discussions as it could provide something for the group to gather 
around. 

The time in combination with increased input and inspiration will thus allow more debates and 
discussions. Currently, the level of discussions and debates are low. It is difficult to explain why 
the level of debates scored low but there is a wish for more discussions in the group. There is a 
need for more time and occasions as well as something to gather around as the employees are 
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currently working quite independently. It is therefore recommended to schedule some activity 
connected to the input and inspiration gathering that bring the group together. 
It is suggested that the dedicated idea time, more inspiration and input, and more debates and 
discussions would in turn lead to a better atmosphere. In the current state, the two dimensions 
playfulness/humor and dynamism/liveliness, which were grouped under the atmosphere, do not 
correspond with the characteristics of a climate that is favorable for creativity and innovation. 
These dimensions are more complicated to change than for example the idea time. The results 
suggest that the combination of more input and inspiration and debates and discussions would 
lead to a better atmosphere, and thus a better climate for creativity and innovation.  
The Innovation department and its management should be better aware of the consequences of a 
certain level of risk taking. The objectives and expectations should be clear and aligned with the 
level of risk taking. The current level of risk taking at Arla Foods is not optimal for the climate 
for creativity and innovation. It was found that Arla Foods Sweden is in general not taking large 
risks, which affects the creativity at the Innovation department. As this dimension is related to 
the overall strategy of the company, it can be difficult to change it and moreover, it might not be 
appropriate to change it as it was set for a reason. What is important to know though is that the 
level of risk taking influences the outcome of ideas. If a company consciously formulates a 
certain strategy which implies a low level of risk taking, the company should then not expect 
ideas that are outside safe or ordinary from the employees. In order for the employees to work 
successfully in the FFE, management should promote a product strategy that is aligned with the 
desired height of innovation and the desired level of risk taking, and hence provide the 
employees with clear directions regarding this. Furthermore, support and encouragement of the 
objectives is important for the employees and should be improved. The support and 
encouragement can be improved by more explicitly show that innovative or creative efforts (that 
are aligned with the objectives) are valued and encouraged. Managers have the responsibility to 
provide recognition for creative achievements.  

There is lack of clarity around roles, responsibilities, and goals.  This study suggests that there is 
a need for clear and understandable objectives and directions regarding their new business plan, 
the initiative of becoming more inspirational, and working with idea generation. Their business 
plan, as well as the starting point of this study, is that the whole Innovation department will 
operate more in the FFE than they have done before. For the product developers, this has 
implications since the team is more used to working in the NPD phase of innovation. Those who 
have been working in the NPD phase for a long time seem to require clearer directions around 
this new attempt. The ideas generated in the NPD are different from the ideas in the FFE. 
Therefore, the desired type of ideas must be clearly communicated. 

Finally, there is no idea process for moving ideas (outside projects) forward and a receiver of 
ideas is missing, which is a drawback for the idea flow. It is therefore recommended to 
implement a process, which should be aligned with the goals concerning idea generation. It is 
recommended to have a receiver that collects and evaluates the ideas of the employees.  

These conclusions reflect the improvement areas that the Innovation department should address 
in order to create a climate favorable for creativity and innovation, in accordance with their 
objectives. In order to execute this change, focus should be put on each of these improvement 
areas. Some of the areas are within the manager’s responsibilities to handle; clarity, idea support 
and encouragement, risk taking, idea process and allocating idea time. For the remaining 
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improvement areas, the employees will need to be involved by gathering input and inspiration, 
debate and discuss with each other, and thus contribute in improving the atmosphere. These 
conclusions act as guidelines on what areas to improve but it is important that the members of 
the department can participate in deciding how these changes should take place.  

The Innovation department has good preconditions for executing these changes and the 
employees have a positive attitude towards the initiative. They already have some favorable 
climate dimensions so by remaining the focus on those and making the suggested changes to 
improve the problem areas, there is a lot to win both regarding long-term innovation 
performance and for the employees well-being.   

These recommendations can be considered sustainable at two levels. All innovations begin with 
creative ideas and companies need a continuous stream of ideas in order to stay competitive. 
Creativity is therefore very important for organization’s competitive advantage. As it is within 
the first phase of innovation where the ideas are born, this is a critical phase for the firm’s 
success. If managing the FFE effectively, firms that rely on a continuous flow of development 
projects can achieve a competitive advantage. Arla Foods operates within the food industry, 
where introducing new products is regarded as essential for being competitive. Thus, 
improvements within this phase should benefit Arla Foods’ competitive advantage. The message 
of this thesis is that managers should create a climate that is favorable for creativity and 
innovation in the FFE. This will enhance the organization’s ability to identify opportunities and 
generate ideas which can be a source to achieving long-term innovation performance due to more 
valuable innovations. Moreover, several of the climate dimensions described in this thesis are 
said to influence well-being of the employees in a positive manner. The recommendations given 
to Arla Foods imply offering the employees more time to think, learn, and fail. Time is very 
important for creativity but also for the work to be sustainable with regards to the employees’ 
health, since too high workload pressure can cause burnout. The recommendations given are 
therefore not only economically sustainable for the firm’s long-term survival, they are also 
sustainable with regard to the individuals’ working conditions. 

7.3 Limitations of the Study 
Regarding the findings of this study, there are a couple of limitations that should be considered 
when viewing the results. First, this is a single case study and this should be taken into account 
since it makes the results more difficult to generalize. The empirical data were mainly qualitative 
and centered on personal perceptions and viewpoints. A large amount of qualitative data was 
collected and these facts made the data handling complex and it would not have been feasible to 
present every viewpoint and detail that was gathered. Instead, data reduction had to be done and 
recurring issues were grouped into categories in order to reflect the current situation of the 
Innovation department.  

It should also be kept in mind that it was the Innovation Director of the department who initiated 
this study. This was a known fact among the employees of the Innovation department and it was 
therefore an inevitable risk that this fact had influences on their answers in the interviews. 
Moreover, the Innovation department’s reorganization took place quite recently. This study was 
delimitated from investigating issues related to this but despite this, there is a possibility that the 
reorganization has affected the results of this study since. This is since the data collected is 
qualitative and builds upon personal perceptions, and the recent reorganization might still affect 
the individuals’ feelings and attitudes. 
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7.4 Future Research 
The results of this study indicated that a climate which is fairly favorable for creativity and 
innovation in the NPD, is not necessarily good for the FFE. Since this is a single case study, 
general implications of the FFE on the climate for creativity and innovation could not be defined. 
It could therefore be an opportunity for future studies to investigate what climate characteristics 
that should generally be required in order for the climate to be favorable for creativity and 
innovation within the FFE.  

Future research could be carried out at companies which successfully and particularly operate in 
the FFE. By executing a number of case studies, the companies’ climate for creativity and 
innovation could be investigated in order to identify dimensions that describe a successful 
climate in the FFE. It could also be interesting to investigate companies within different 
industries in order to find out if the climate should be adapted to industry specifics, or if it is 
possible to describe a climate that in general can be considered to be favorable for creativity and 
innovation in the FFE. Moreover, it can be an opportunity for future research to design an 
instrument for assessing the climate specifically in the FFE. 

Regarding inspiration, the authors have not found clear connections in the literature between 
inspiration and creativity or the climate for creativity and innovation. In this study, it was found 
that inspiration was missing and was considered a drawback for the idea flow. A suggestion for 
future studies is therefore to investigate the impact of inspiration in relation to creativity, and 
climate for creativity and innovation. 
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Appendix 1. Interview Template for the Innovation Department 
Denna intervju är en uppföljning av formuläret om klimat som alla fyllt i. Och klimatet är ju 
det som karakteriserar livet på avdelningen. Det yttrar sig i beteende, attityd och känslor. 
Formuläret var kopplat till 10 dimensioner och vi kommer fokusera på några som visade sig 
vara utmärkande, antingen för att de var kritiska eller för att ni är extra framgångsrika inom 
vissa dimensioner. Vi kommer även lägga fokus på idéer och då syftar vi på idéer som 
potentiellt kan leda till nya innovationer för Arla.  
Intervju med ___, 2013-03-xx, kl. xx.00 plats: ___. 

1. Vad du har för roll här och hur länge du har jobbat här? 
2. På vilket sätt arbetar du med innovation?  
3. När känner du dig som mest kreativ? (Vilka situationer? Förklara.)  
4. Vad är det som gör er avdelning bra på innovation? 

Livfullhet/Dynamik  
5. Är ditt schema/dina rutiner varierade? Ge exempel.  
6. Vi har indikationer om att det inte råder ett så livfullt klimat, på vilket sätt yttrar detta 

sig och hur påverkar det ert dagliga arbete? Ge exempel. 
7. Hur ofta skulle du säga att det förekommer förändringar i ditt arbete? Hur känner du 

inför dessa?  
Utmaning/Motivation  

8. Vad är utmanande i ditt arbete? Ge exempel 
Frihet 

9. Hur mycket bestämmer du själv över ditt arbete? Önskar du att det vore mer fritt eller 
mer tydligt?   

10. Hur och hur mycket drar man nytta av varandras kunskap i organisationen? 
Idétid – viktigt att vi får konkreta exempel eftersom detta var ett kritiskt område  

11. Hur mycket tid lägger du i veckan på att klura på nya idéer? Utöver 
idégenereringsdagar / konceptverkstäder etc. Önskar du att du hade mer tid till detta?  

12. Får man tid avsatt till det eller får man ta sig tid till det? Hur går detta till i praktiken?  
13. I vilken utsträckning diskuteras idéer med andra medarbetare här på Arla, både inom 

och utanför avdelningen?  
Risktagande - viktigt att vi får konkreta exempel eftersom detta var ett kritiskt område 

14. Upplever du att man gärna testar nya saker där utgången är oviss? Ge exempel. 
15. Vilken typ av innovation är mest förekommande/uppskattad här? (T.ex. är det den 

galna idén eller den trygga och klart lönsamma idén? )  
16. Hur ser beslutsprocessen ut för att fortsätta framåt med en idé? (Är den lång eller 

kort?) (Hur går det till när en idé blir ett innovationsprojekt?) 
Idéstöd 

17. Hur upplever du idéflödet på avdelningen? (stort, dynamiskt?) 
   

18. På vilket sätt känner du dig uppmuntrad till att komma med nya idéer? På vilket sätt 
blir man belönad (eller får visad uppskattning) om man kommer på en bra idé?  

19. Hur går du till väga om du har kommit på en idé? Hur tar man tillvara på idéer? 
20. Hur är dialogen mellan chefer och anställda? Är ledarna deltagande i ditt dagliga 

arbete?  
Debatt/Mångfald  

21. Hur går diskussionen kring en ny idé? (Är man frågsam och nyfiken?)  
22. Förekommer det en stor mångfald åsikter och sätt att se på saker?  
23. Upplever du att alla gör sin röst hörd? 
24. Om något inte fungerar optimalt, vad gör man då åt situationen?  

Lekfullhet/Humor  



25. Hur skulle du beskriva stämningen på jobbet? (På vilket sätt är stämningen avslappnad 
och lekfull? Eller seriös och allvarsam? Har man roligt, skojar?) 

26. Finns det något du saknar/önskar kring stämningen? 
Tillit/Öppenhet  

27. Finns det något som har fått dig att tveka inför att prata om / lägga fram en ny idé?  
Uppgifts-orientering 

28. Har ni tydligt uppsatta mål för vad ni ska göra/åstadkomma? Exemplifiera. Är detta 
bra? Varför?  

Annat 
29. På vilket sätt känner du att omorganisationen förra året har påverkat dessa saker?  

(innovation/kreativitet/klimat/känslor), (positivt, ge exempel; negativt, ge exempel) 
30. Finns det något som är kopplat till innovationsarbete och idégenerering som du vill 

tillägga? (Något som skulle underlätta för dig i ditt arbete/skapa mer 
gruppkreativitet/något som kan förbättras?) 
 

  



Appendix 2. Interview Template for the Marketing Department 
Syftet med vår studie är att analysera klimatet för kreativitet på Innovationsavdelningen. Vi 
har gjort en enkätundersökning på avdelningen som har visat på områden där avdelningen 
har goda förutsättningar för kreativitet och andra områden som kan förbättras. Klimatet är 
det som karaktäriserar livet på avdelningen, det yttrar sig i beteende, attityd och känslor. I 
denna intervju kommer vi fokusera en del på idéer och då syftar vi på idéer som potentiellt 
kan leda till nya innovationer för Arla. För att skapa oss en förståelse för hur de anställda på 
innovationsavdelningen jobbar så har vi följt två projekt, varav du deltog i det ena. Eftersom 
du deltog i det projektet vill vi gärna ta del av dina reflektioner kring det. Men intervjun 
kommer även fokusera på hur det dagliga innovationsarbetet ser ut här på Arla. 

Intervju med ___, 2013-03-xx, kl. xx.00 plats: ___. 
Allmänt 

1. Vad är din roll på Arla och hur länge har du jobbat här? 
2. Kan du lite kort beskriva hur samarbetet mellan Innovation (hela avdelningen) och 

Marknad ser ut (utifrån arbetsbeskrivningen)?  
Finns det något som skulle kunna underlätta/förbättras i samarbetet? 

3. Hur skulle du beskriva idéflödet på Arla i det stora hela? (Stort? Varifrån kommer 
de?) 

4. Hur jobbar ni på Marknad för att komma på nya idéer? 
5. Vart i processen från idé till lanserad produkt kommer Innovation in, i vilken fas? 
6. Hur upplever du att klimatet på innovationsavdelningen är? (Livfullhet och lekfullhet, 

skillnad mellan Innovation och andra avdelningar?) 
Risktagande 

7. Upplever du att man på Arla gärna testar/lanserar nya saker där utgången är oviss?  
8. Vilken typ av innovation är mest förekommande/uppskattad här? (T.ex. är det den 

galna idé eller den trygga och klart lönsamma idén) 
9. Hur ser beslutsprocessen ut för att fortsätta framåt med en idé? (Är den lång eller kort? 

Hur går det till när en idé blir ett innovationsprojekt? Går man till innovation eller till 
marknad?) 

10. Vi har fått uppfattningen att om man jämför marknadsavdelningens strategi med 
innovationsavdelningens så är marknad lite mer här och nu och innovation lite mer 
framåt i tiden. För det första, stämmer vår uppfattning och om ja, hur påverkas t.ex. 
gemensamma projekt av detta? 

Tid 
11. I vilken utsträckning diskuteras idéer med innovationsavdelningen? 

Projekten 
12. Vad skulle du säga var framgångsfaktorerna i projektet? Ser du att något kunde ha 

varit ännu bättre? 
Lekfullhet och livfullhet 

13. Hur upplevde du att klimatet och stämningen i projektet var? (Livfullhet och 
lekfullhet) 

Tid 
14. Har det funnits tillräckligt med tid för att komma på och jobba med idéerna under 

projektet? 
Debatt/Mångfald 

15. Upplevde du att det fanns mycket diskussioner och en stor mångfald av åsikter och 
under projektet? 

  



Idéstöd 
16.  Det genererades ju väldigt många idéer, upplever du att samtliga fått en korrekt och 

rättvis bedömning? Utifrån vad? 
Vad händer nu med alla de andra bra idéerna?  

17. Finns det något som är kopplat till innovationsarbete och idé generering som du vill 
tillägga, kopplat till projektet? 

18. Finns det något du vill tillägga utanför projektet, kopplat till innovation och 
idégenerering du vill tillägga? 

  



Appendix 3. Interview Template for the Agencies 
Vårt exjobb är en studie om klimat för kreativitet där vi har undersökt detta på 
Innovationsavdelningen på Arla Foods Sverige. Klimatet är det som karakteriserar livet på 
avdelningen och kan yttra sig i beteende, attityd och känslor. Vi bl.a. gjort en 
enkätundersökning på avdelningen som är kopplad till 10 dimensioner, t.ex. risktagande, 
utmaning och livfullhet. Vi har alltså inte undersökt processen eller byråerna i sig, utan hur 
innovationsavdelningens klimat påverkar kreativiteten. För att få en djup förståelse och insyn 
har vi därför följt två projekt, detta och ett till. Eftersom att ni under detta projekt har haft ett 
tätt samarbete med Arla är det intressant att höra era reflektioner kring projektet. Har du 
någon fråga innan vi sätter igång? 

Intervju med ___, 2013-03-xx, kl. xx.00 plats:___. 
Allmänt  

1. Vad anser ni är viktigt när det kommer till att skapa ett kreativt klimat, vilka 
parametrar jobbar ni medvetet med för att skapa detta klimat som gynnar idé-
generering? 

2. Hur skulle ni beskriva det ni tillför till Arla när det kommer till kreativitet och idé-
generering?  

3. Ni samarbetar ju med många företag, kan ni se några kriterier som uppdragsgivaren 
bör ha för att få en så framgångsrik process som möjligt? (t.ex. resurser/högt i 
tak/drivna, entreprenöriga individer) 

Projektet 
4. Vad skulle ni säga att framgångsfaktorerna i projektet har varit? Ser du att något 

kunde ha varit ännu bättre? 
5. Hur skulle ni beskriva klimatet i projektet? Stämningen? Finns det något som har 

saknats kring stämningen? (Livfullhet/lekfullhet) 
6. I arbetsgruppen ingick personer både från marknadsavdelningen och 

innovationsavdelningen, har ni sett någon skillnad i deras tankesätt (kopplat till idéer, 
favoritidéer)?  

7. Anser ni att alla i arbetsgruppen gjorde sin röst hörd och har alla haft samma möjlighet 
att påverka slutresultatet?  

8. Har det funnits tillgång till tillräckligt mycket tid för de olika momenten under 
projektet? 

9. Hur skulle ni beskriva idéflödet under projektet, och om ni jämför Arla med andra 
uppdragsgivare? 

10. Vad har varit ert främsta fokus gällande idéflödet? Då syftar vi på om det är fokus på 
kvantitet/kvalitet? 

11. Har ni märkt av om benägenhet att ta risker är stor/liten när det kommer till att välja ut 
idéer att gå vidare med? 

12. På vilket sätt har nivån av risktagande påverkat slutresultatet? 
13. Vad tycker ni om urvalet – idéerna som togs vidare till gate?  

- Om vi tänker i relation till förutsatta målet för projektet och med de insights och 
idéer som genererades? 

14. Finns det någon idé som ni, med insights i åtanke och fokusgrupp-resultat, önskar togs 
vidare? 

15. Finns det någon idé, som nu med insights i åtanke och fokusgrupp-resultat, blev 
förvånade över kom vidare? 

16. Finns det något kopplat till innovationsarbete och idé-generering som du vill tillägga, 
när det kommer till Arla och det här projektet?   



Appendix 4. Framework for Capturing Incidents 
• Classify; facilitates or impede the creativity and climate of creativity 
• For the observable incidents (both what was done and what was said), does it affect 

the climate for creativity? If it does, then how?  
• For the covert incidents, if something should be done, why isn’t it?  

Date: 
 

 

Place:  
 

The actors or objects involved:  
 

 

The action: 
 

 

The consequence: 
 

 

The source of information: 
 

 

Dimensions of climate for creativity 
Challenge: 
 

 

Freedom: 
 

 

Idea support: 
 

 

Trust/openness: 
 

 

Dynamism/liveliness: 
 

 

Playfulness/humor: 
 

 

Debates: 
 

 

Conflicts: 
 

 

Risk taking: 
 

 

Idea time: 
 

 

Other 
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